
Lot Item Description Hammer
Price

1
CAT HEAD SNUFF BOX - 18th c Enameled Porcelain Cat Head form Snuff Box with gilt silver cap
having repoussed portrait of a young woman with flowers in her hair, jewel cabochon thumb button,
unmarked, 1 7/8" tall, tiny flake to one ear.

750.00

2
EARLY SLEIGH BELL SET - Early Set of Graduated Brass Sleigh Bells set on double thickness
leather belting, marked 'MBS' on the leather, the bells with cast decoration, ranging in size from 1" to 2
3/4" diam, original brass buckle, roughly 100" long if unb

900.00

4
MAINE DOCUMENT BOX - Early 19th c Grain Painted Deed or Document Box with original
rosewood grain painted surface with ochre pinstriping over softwood, the molded hinged lid retaining
original brass rosette pull, 6" tall, 13 1/2" x 7 3/4", good condition.

400.00

5
MAINE SMOKE DECORATED TRUNK - Early 19th c Maine Six-Plank Smoke Decorated Trunk in
ochre paint, having side lapped lid and molded plinth base, with the original rat-tail hinges, iron
drop-bail handles, till fitted unfinished interior, 14 3/4" tall, 37 1/

425.00

6 CAST IRON WINDMILL WEIGHT - Standing Horse Cast Iron Windmill Weight, marked 58G, with
three mounting holes, 16 1/2" x 17 1/2", heavy, minor surface corrosion. 275.00

7 RARE CANDLE DRYING RACK - 18th c Candle Drying Rack in pine with deep green paint, original
forged handles and raisin head nails, 17 1/2" tall, 12' x 12", good condition, one small chip to plate. 375.00

8
PAINTED ROCKER - Country Sheraton Rocker in mustard yellow paint with gold and silver
pinstriping, floral decoration, nicely shaped and tapered spindles, 13 1/2" tall seat, 22" arm, 42 1/2"
back, 21 1/2" x 22 1/2", generational wear to the paint, one spi

500.00

9
(2) SHAKER BASKETS - Two Covered Shaker Baskets with rigid hoop handles, one in bent oak and
ash splint, with lift-off lid, copper brads, 13 1/2" x 9" x 15", the other in reed and grass, with two
hinged lids, 12" x 7 1/2" x 13", both in good condition, th

250.00

10
COUNTRY CUPBOARD - Maine Country Cupboard in Pumpkin Pine, mid 19th c., having a four panel
single door, panel sides, crown molding, containing six rough-sawn loose shelves, the door with
mushroom knob, wooden turnkey, shaped foot, beadboard back, 83 1/2'

1200.00

11
FIRE FIGHTING ITEMS: Pair of 1869 leather fire buckets signed H.T. Taylor, along with 2 hand
forged tools and 2 canvas bags. The smaller bag has a shoulder strap and is marked W.G. Hubbard; the
larger has a printed label: 'Seth Patterson, Wiscasset'. Bu

900.00

12 FIGURAL HOOKED RUG - Stalking Leopard by Blanche Mary 'Joy' Sweetall of Blue Hill, Maine,
signed verso, set in cream oval with green corners, brown border, 34" x 50 1/2", fine condition. 750.00

13
EARLY SAMPLER - Late 18th - early 19th c Sampler of Ann Randle Hannaford (possibly Wareham,
Mass), her name at bottom, landscape with man and woman, house, urn with flowers, livestock, grave at
center surrounded by trees, flowers and birds, rose vine bord

225.00

14
EARLY SAMPLER - Family Birth Record of Walter & Marcy (nee Fairbank) Adams, listing seven
children, two of whom died very young, one, named Joseph, died on July 28, 1818, his brother, born
two days later, was given the same name, with floral border, poeti

400.00

15
AMERICAN COLONIAL MANTELPIECE - New England Mantelpiece in painted pine with reeded
columns, central negative relief carved four fan panel, flanked by two positive fan carved bullseyes, in
remnants of old Payne's grey casien paint, opening is 40" x 58", o

3000.00
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16
COUNTRY STORE COFFEE BIN - Late 19th c Slant Top Country Store Coffee Bin in pine with
stencils that read 'King Bee Coffee, Canby, Ach & Canby, Dayton, Oh', 26" tall, 18 1/2" x 13 1/2", good
condition with expected wear, one corner of lid trim at front go

1000.00

17
SAMPLER - 1808 Sampler by Betsey Jenks Alley, aged 10 (of Lynn, Mass), on moss green linen base,
with two alphabets, numbers and poem that reads 'We'er you are by grief oppress'd, Repose it in a
mother's breast, Unfold each secret of your heart, Use no di

800.00

18
SAMPLER - 1835 Poetry Sampler by Mary Ann Whitworth, Aged 12, on fine linen, with floral band
border, alphabet and numbers at top, potted flowers, birds, dogs, butterflies at bottom, poem reads
'Where'er I take my walks abroad, how many poor I see, what s

475.00

19
PAINT DECORATED BLANKET CHEST - Early 1800's Maine Six-Board Pine Blanket Chest in
russet vinegar paint decoration, with bootjack ends, overhanging top, intact till in unfinished interior, 22
1/4" tall, 36" x 15 1/4", very good condition with minor edge w

600.00

20
MAINE PAINTED BLANKET CHEST - 18th c Maine Painted Pine Blanket Chest, having red and
green turkey feather decoration over caramel base, with hinged lapped top revealing interior with till,
two drawers below with mushroom knobs, shaped bootjack ends, scro

2500.00

21
(4) EARLY PANTRY BOXES - Four 19th c American Pantry Boxes in bent pine, one in forest green
paint, one in pea green, one in dump cart blue, one in varnish, ranging in size from 6 1/2' diam, 3" tall to
10 1/2" diam, 5 1/2" tall, good condition, expected w

425.00

23
EARLY INN SIGN - Bayside Inn (Northport, Maine), 'Rooms $4 Up Single', with an image of the inn
building circa 1920s, which is still in use today, painted on four plank sign with batten ends and
reinforcement on back, weathered, with several layers of pai

500.00

25
CIGAR STAND INDIAN STATUE - Painted Cast Zinc Cigar Store Indian Statue by W. Demuth & Co.,
New York, 45 1/2" tall, 12" square base, overpainted, lacking plume, back right corner of base
cracked.

4000.00

27
STONEWARE CROCK & JUG - 19th c Stoneware, including: Two Gallon Crock stamped 'Union
Pottery, Newark, NJ, A. Zipf, prop'r.', and with free-hand flowers in blue, 8 7/8" tall, 10 1/2" diam,
applied handles, no chips or cracks, some staining; PLUS Two Gallon

225.00

28
SAILING SHIP WEATHERVANE - Folk Art Maine Made Weathervane in the form of a Two-Mast
Schooner with one sail up, having a wooden hull and masts, tin sail, copper wire rigging, commercially
made copper directional, mounted on barnboard backing, the boat hul

600.00

29 STONEWARE JUG - One Gallon Stoneware Jug with free hand bird in cobalt blue, stamped 'Magrath
& Page, 37 India Street, Boston', ca 1875, 11" tall, 6 3/4' diam, stained. 200.00

30
PAINTED STEP-BACK CUPBOARD - Country Pine Painted Step-Back Cupboard in red, white and
blue with grain painted carved central panels, two shelves above, one below, unfinished working
surface, exposed mortise & tenon sides, paneled back, 74" tall, 29 3/4"

1800.00

31
MINIATURE W/C - Profile Portrait of Aaron Burr, by John Wesley Jarvis (NY, 1780-1840), dated
1816, signed below shoulder, identified at bottom with date of 1816, NY; painted from life of the
traitorous Burr 12 years after he killed Alexander Hamilton in a

1400.00

32
EAGLE FLAGPOLE FINIAL - 19th c Gilt Zinc and Copper Eagle Flagpole Finial, 8" tall, 14" wide, 8
1/2" deep, mounted on steel rod, green granite base, 12 1/4" tall overall, losses to gilding, separating at
wings.

700.00

35
RARE SET SOUTHEAST MASS CHAIRS - Set of Six Bowback Windsor Chairs (one is an armchair)
branded 'J. Beal Jr.', made by Jacob Beal, Jr. of Hingham, Mass. Between 1795-1805, he died that year
at the age of thirty-one; the chairs having bent oak hoop, hickor

1850.00

36
STITCHWORK MEMORIAL - Early 18th c Memorial Stitchwork on Silk with watercolor sky and
water, depicting young couple with dog at edge of lake, second couple in boat on water, house to right
and large memorial on island at center of lake, with monogram JJR

600.00

37
MORTAR AND PESTLE - Massive 18th century Mortar and Pestle in lignum vitae, in cylindrical form,
having turned decoration to the waist, the mortar is 8 3/4" tall, 7 1/4" diam, the pestle is 11" long, 3"
diam, shrinkage cracks.

375.00
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39
(5) MINIATURE HOOKED RUGS - Five Miniature Hooked Rugs, Black Stallion & Sheep by Rose
Reynolds-Cheap; PLUS Black Scottie Dogs & Grey Scottie Dog by G. Bailey; PLUS Double Red Stars,
unsigned, all framed, under glass, rugs ranging in size from 4" x 5 3/4"

300.00

42
SET (6) CUSTOM WINDSOR CHAIRS - Six Bowback Windsor Chairs (two arm/four side) custom
built by Jim Brown, Lincolnville, Maine, each stamped on underside, in mossy charcoal paint, with faux
wear patterns, 18" seat, 26" arm, 41" back, 29" x 22" & 18" seat,

2800.00

43
PAINT DECORATED BLANKET CHEST - Country Sheraton Sponge Paint Decorated Pine Blanket
Chest with turned legs, inset panel sides, top with lapped molding, original lock (no key), original till,
the top with three swirls in the paint pattern, 25 1/2' tall, 4

1200.00

46
PAINTED BOSTON ROCKER - 1860s Vintage Boston rocker in original mustard yellow paint, with
cornucopia and sunflower painting on rail, black and gilt pinstriping, natural finish arms, 17" tall seat,
23 1/2" arm, 44" back, 21 1/2" x 26", light splits to sea

400.00

47
PAINTED TABLE - Country Sheraton Pine Work Table in dump cart blue paint, with single drawer
having cast brass knob, two-plank top, wood peg construction, 29 1/4" tall, 30" x 18 1/4", expected
wear to paint, old raisin head nail repair to lid, loss to one

475.00

48 PATCHWORK QUILT - Late 19th c Patchwork Crazy Quilt in various cotton chintzes and ribbons,
mounted on hanging batten by added sleeve, 64" x 72", fine condition. 225.00

49
19TH C QUILT - Blazing Star Quilt, ca 1850, in pink, lavender, red, yellow and black over green field,
pink edge, tan back, corners notched for foot posts, 74" x 85", very good condition, minor fading to
back. Maine Quilt Heritage inventory tag verso.

550.00

50
COUNTRY CHIPPENDALE CUPBOARD - Two-Part Country Chippendale Cupboard in pumpkin pine
with robin's egg blue painted interior, the lower cabinet on shaped bracket feet, having five stacked
shallow drawers at center flanked by panel doors concealing a single

2500.00

51
PAIR 18TH C PORTSMOUTH, NH FIRE BUCKETS - Pair of Painted Leather Fire Buckets, dated
1798 and marked 'John Sheafe', and No.1/No.2, in green with ochre and red decoration, black lettering,
original leather strap handles, 13" tall, 8" diam, minor loss to p

2500.00

52
PAIR OOP - Portraits of Joseph Wesley Harper, Jr. and his wife Hannah Peck Harper, by John
Paradise (NY, 1788-1833). Housed in matching deep cove matched corner gilt frames, SS: 31" x 24",
OS: 40" x 33". Very good condition. Joseph Wesley Harper, Jr. (183

3500.00

56
(3) FAMILLE ROSE COVERED BOWLS - Rare forms, all having bright polychrome decoration of
family scenes at home, 19th c., including: pair oval covered bowls with matching underplates, 6" x 5" x
3 1/2" tall overall; PLUS round deep footed bowl with two twist

1000.00

57
HEPPLEWHITE PEMBROKE TABLE - Hepplewhite Pembroke Table in mahogany and birds eye
maple, New England, circa 1800, with shaped leaves, single long drawer with doubled faux drawer on
opposite end, pressed brass knobs, having figured top, maple panels, strin

1650.00

58
(11) FAMILLE ROSE BOWLS AND PLATES - All have bright polychrome decoration of family
scenes at home, 19th c., no two are the same, including: eight 8" diam x 1" deep plates; PLUS two 9
3/4" diam x 2" deep bowls; PLUS 10" diam x 1 1/4" deep charger, all in

1000.00

60
CHIPPENDALE CORNER CUPBOARD, HISTORIC PROVENANCE - Fine Solid Cherry Two-Part
Chippendale Corner Cupboard, with Provenance from widow of American wife Annette (nee Savage),
of Joseph Bonaparte, Napoleon's elder brother, King of Naples and Spain, who took

5500.00

61
OOC - Portrait of Elizabeth Kolyer Harper, attributed to Samuel Waldo (NY, 1783-1861), unsigned, ca
1830, depicting a kindly woman in bonnet and shawl, in the original water gilt molded cove frame, SS:
35 1/4" x 28 1/4", OS: 42" x 35", good condition.

2900.00

62
SHERATON STAND - Lovely Sheraton Mahogany and Curly Maple Stand, New England, first quarter
19th century, having an overhanging top with single deep drawer beneath having two faux drawer
fronts, doubled by faux drawer fronts on reverse, all retaining orig

2400.00

63
(3) SIMILAR CHINESE EXPORT LARGE OVAL PLATTERS - Chinese Export Famille Rose
Mandarin Porcelain Large Oval Platters, two shallow and one deep welled, having three different
versions of groups of scholars seated at tables, with border of vines containing l

1300.00
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64
HEPPLEWHITE CHEST - Hepplewhite Mahogany Bowfront Chest, coastal New England, late 18th to
early 19th century, having banded edge top, four graduated bird's eye maple paneled and cockbeaded
drawers with oval thistle brasses, raised on high carved straight

4000.00

65
OOC - Portrait of Captain Rufus S. Fales of Thomaston, Maine (1812-1858), by the Prior Hamblin
School, he is depicted holding his long glass, an anchor form gold pin in his shirtfront, gold watch key
and wedding ring prominently displayed, typical swagged

20000.00

66
WOODEN EAGLE PLAQUE - Carved Wooden Eagle Plaque in painted and gilt pine by the Artistic
Carving Co, Boston, ca 1950-60, represented grasping shield, with two crossed flags beneath, roughly
12" x 30", chip to right wingtip, otherwise very good.

1100.00

67
BRITISH POND MODEL - British Made Yacht Pond Model, ca 1925, with weighted keel, original
rigging and cloth sails, brass fittings, red enameled hull, British flag decal on keel with Registration No
771594, on custom stand, 27 1/4" tall, 23 1/4" long, 4 1/

300.00

68
BOXED SHIPS CHRONOMETER - Ship's Chronometer by Hamilton Watch Co of Lancaster, Pa., for
the US Maritime Commission, with brushed aluminum face, set in gyro, in brass bound mahogany box
with glass face, brass drop handles on sides, 6 3/4" x 7 1/2" x 7 3/4

1100.00

69
(2) EARLY SHIP'S LANTERNS - 19th c English Ship's Port & Starboard Lanterns, similar, but not an
exact pair, both in painted steel, with the original glass, one marked 'Steam Drifters Stores, Co, Ltd,
Lowestoft; the other Wm. Harvie & Co, Ltd, Birmingham,

800.00

70 OOC - China Trade Ship's Portrait of an American Bark of Hong Kong, in custom black lacquer frame,
SS: 17 3/4" x 23 1/4" OS: 27 3/4" x 33 1/4",cleaned, areas of inpainting, relined, craquelere. 3750.00

72
CASED SHIP MODEL - Three Mast Clipper Ship 'Dreadnought', in mahogany case set on legs, in great
detail, with full rigging but no sails, the craft is 36" long, 26" tall, with scrimshawn tooth bearing the
ship's name, the case is 45 1/4" tall overall, 39 3

2750.00

73
BOXED SHIP'S CHRONOMETER - Hamilton Mounted Chronometer Watch (No 22), marked on back
'Bureau of Ships, US Navy, 370-1941' and with brass plate on mahogany case 'Captain Russell F.
Anderson, United States Navy', the case is a 6" cube, good condition.

850.00

74
RARE IVORY HANDLED CANE WITH TELESCOPE - 19th c Twist-Off Ivory Top Cane with
flip-out brass telescope, alligator hide grip, boxwood body with horn tip, 35 3/4" long, 1 3/4" diam at
top, very good condition with minor checking to ivory at crown.

850.00

75
OOC - Ship's Portrait of Clipper Ship 'E.B. Sutton', unsigned, circa 1855, with steamer in distance on
right, in later gold molded frame, SS: 22 1/2" x 29 1/2", OS: 26 1/2" x 33 1/2", large old patch in sky
ur, smaller patch under bow at skyline, another

1400.00

77
MINIATURE SHIPS' BELL - Miniature Bronze Ship's Bell mounted on double dolphin bracket and
mahogany base, the bell with ropework pull, is engraved '1st Class Dining Saloon, London to
Singapore, Elders & Fyffes, Ltd.', 7" diam, 5 1/2" tall bell, 14" tall,

600.00

78
CASED OCTANT - Spencer, Browning & Rust of London Ebony Octant with ivory tablet, brass
fixtures, and Robert King of New York label inside lid of oak case, the case has been painted white,
with star in circle, inscribed 'Henry Y. Jones, St. George, Maine'

950.00

79 HALF HULL - 19th c Laminated Working Half Hull of a Schooner, found in Maine, 39 1/2" long, 6 1/2"
tall, 4" deep, three screw eyes driven into top. 900.00

80
OOC - Ship's Portrait of Extreme Clipper Ship 'Sunny South' by Charles Torrey (MA, 1859-1921),
signed lr and dated 1916, in gold molded frame, SS: 25" x 41 1/4", OS: 30" x 46 1/4", very good,
untouched condition. This ship was built in 1854 by George Stee

1500.00

81
CARVED EAGLE PLAQUE - American Eagle Plaque in carved and gilt wood by Captain Ed Moore of
Ellsworth, Maine, a 'Newport' eagle, with his label verso, dated Sept, 1969; the bird clutches the US
shield and is backed by crossed flags, 30 1/2" wide, 11 1/2" t

1000.00

82
BAROMETER/CLOCK - Ca 1910 Barometer/Clock Combination mounted in Carved Oak Anchor form
casing, the barometer with porcelain face, includes original clock key, 21 1/2" tall, 11 1/4" wide, good
condition.

800.00

83 18TH C OCTANT - Ebony, Brass and Ivory Octant marked 'Siatford Maker London John Penny, 1789',
without case, 18" x 14 3/4", good condition. 850.00
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86
PAIR CELESTIAL & TERRESTRIAL GLOBES - 'A New American Celestial Globe' , and 'A New
American Thirteen Inch Globe' both by J. Wilson & Sons, 1831, Albany St., NY, the same size, set into
matching wooden stands, with color litho covering, 18" tall, 17" diam

7500.00

88
(2) BOXED COMPASSES - Including: 18th c Dry Mount Compass by Burroughs of Providence, RI, in
green painted box with early note 'Compass, Capt. John R. Richmond, 1789', 5" x 7" x 7", good
condition; PLUS Ritchie of Boston yoke mounted, ca WWI, in mahogany

650.00

89
PAIR YACHT LANTERNS - 'Triplex' Brand Port and Starboard Lanterns, with 1910 patent on tag, in
black painted tin with brass cap and font, blue and red triple lobed Fresnel lenses, ring on top, hanging
bracket on back, 12" tall, 7" x 5" x 5", good conditio

325.00

92
CASED BOAT MODEL - Wooden Model of Coastal Schooner 'Maggie', ca 1920s, fully rigged but
without sails, 21" long, 19" tall, on stand inside glass case with mahogany frame, 23" tall, 26" x 7" at
base, very good condition.

250.00

93
CASED TRAVEL STATION - 1890s Gilt Brass Travel Station by CH. Hour of France for Davis
Collamore & Co of New York, having a diamond profile with swing handle on top, with compass in
top, Fahrenheit & centigrade thermometers, clock and aneroid barometer in

325.00

94
(2) EARLY MARINE FLARE GUNS - Including: 'Mecanicarm' Model 1917, serial no 7644, with 7"
steel barrel, solid brass frame, checked walnut stock with brass butt and ring, stamped 'V' in several
places, 11" long overall, good condition; PLUS 'International

175.00

96
SHIP'S DIORAMA - Ship's Model of Swedish Five-Mast Ship 'Valborg', a full-round model set into a
deep diorama, under full sail, with a small schooner approaching the bow, other ships in the painted
background, one is sinking off the stern, in grain painte

400.00

97 HALF HULL - Maine Working Half-Hull in laminated pine, ca 1910, 44 1/4" long, 8" tall, 5 3/4" deep,
minor losses to stern edge, no backing board. 475.00

98 BOXED SHIP'S CHRONOMETER - Waltham Mounted Chronometer Watch, 8 days, with seconds bit,
in brass bound mahogany box, 5" cube, very good condition. 750.00

99
HALF HULL - Painted Half Hull of 57 ft Sloop 'Java', by R. Migliori of Bristol RI, marked verso,
mounted on molded mahogany backboard, 34" long hull, 11" x 38" backboard, fine condition. The Java
was built in 1938 in Sweden by Holms Batvarv and designed b

1000.00

100
OOP - Children Parade on Beach by Jean Delcour (19th c French), signed lower left and dated 1861,
the boys are mocking a military parade with drum and seashell bugle, ranks with stick muskets on
shoulders include two girls, boy in foreground with guidon o

20000.00

101
PERSIAN CARPET - 8'8" X 12'3" - Serapi gabled square medallion flanked by geometric motifs in
rust-red, slate and light blue, rose and taupe on an ivory field, slate blue stylized flower spandrels, navy
blue geometric design border, excellent condition.

1550.00

103 (4) SAILOR-MADE WHALEBOAT MODELS - Four 19th c Carved Ivory Whaler's Longboat Models,
complete with all tools of the trade, 6 3/4' long, minor losses and repairs. Rare in any condition. 1200.00

104
(2) SHIPS IN BOTTLES - Early 20th c Ships in Bottles, including: Four Mast Ship moored in port with
lighthouse, church, houses, 12 1/2" long bottle; PLUS Three Mast Ship in open water, no sails, US flag,
11 1/2" long bottle, both with custom wooden stands

275.00

107
RARE HERALDIC FAMILLE ROSE PLATE - Single Plate with bright polychrome decoration of
family scenes at home, 19th c., having the English heraldic crest for the Chapman family at center , with
the a somewhat mangled rendition of the Latin slogan 'Crescit su

3250.00

109
ENGLISH TEA CADDY - English Regency Period Tea Caddy in rosewood with tiger maple and ebony
banded edges, shaped ivory escutcheon, containing two lead foil lined compartments with lids having
ivory button knobs, flanking a central orange paper lined port

350.00

110
CHIPPENDALE HIGHBOY - 18th c. Cherry Chippendale Highboy, set on slender cabriole legs with
shaped knees and skirt, fan carved center drawer between two square drawers at bottom with full width
drawer above, lightly molded edge with replaced brasses, mold

7500.00

113
(8) W/C ENVELOPES - Eight Envelopes painted in watercolor with portraits of Game Birds, all dated
1910-1912, unsigned, sent from Bayport, NY, NYC or Orange, NJ, depicting pheasant, turkey, duck,
geese, grouse, etc, with glimpses of their natural environme

550.00
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116 OOC - Venetian Scene by Henry Pember Smith (NY, 1854-1907), signed lower left, in an ornate
matched corner gold replica Victorian frame, SS: 19 1/2" x 27 1/2", OS: 33" x 41", fine condition. 5000.00

118
GEORGIAN KNIFE BOX - Georgian Mahogany Knife Box, converted to a letter box, having ebony
banded edge, serpentine front with slanted lid, set on ball feet, inlaid key escutcheon, pinwheel and
roping on underside of lid, the interior now housing three lett

275.00

119
FEDERAL CUTLERY BOX - Early Federal Period Hepplewhite mahogany boxwood inlaid cutlery
box, ca 1785-1800, the slanted lid with large conch shell cartouche, the interior of the lid having a
compass star with herringbone banded border, the cutlery receiver

700.00

121
ORIENTAL CARPET - 8'9" x 11'1" - Antique Sarouk Persian room size carpet with stepped diamond
medallion surrounded by floral sprays and palmettes in navy blue, ivory, tan and gray on rust-red field,
black meandering floral and vine border. Areas of wear.

2500.00

122
(49) FAMILLE ROSE CUPS & SAUCERS - All have bright polychrome decoration of family scenes at
home, 19th c., few are the same, including: twelve 4 3/4" diam, 2 1/2" deep single handle cups with ten
6 1/4" diam x 1 1/2" deep saucers; PLUS eleven 4" diam x 2

900.00

123
ENGLISH TEA CADDY - Fine Federal Tea Caddy in flame figured mahogany having matching
marquetry oval panels of baskets with flowers on face and lid, satinwood and ebony banded edges, two
section interior with banded edge lids having brass knobs, inside of

450.00

124
ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN 18TH C CHART OF MAINE COAST - 'Chart of Coast from Small Point
to Portland by J.F.W. Des Barres, April 29, 1776', inscribed in docket verso, showing the outliers from
Banks and Peaks Island up to Harpswell Island, in ink on wove paper

1100.00

125
HEPPLEWHITE SIDEBOARD - Lovely Hepplewhite Mahogany Sideboard, New York, late 18th
century, having serpentine front enhanced with banded, string, bellflower and cuff inlay, with wide
curved drawers above doors at ends, small flat drawers over wine drawers

4250.00

127
BRONZE SCULPTURE - 'Artemis the Huntress', called 'Diana of Versailles' by the Barbedienne
Foundry, Paris, with their signature and mark on the base, from the Roman adaptation after an original
created circa 330 BC by Leochares. 20" tall, 12" x 8", very g

2700.00

130
GEORGIAN SILVER SERVER - Georgian Mahogany Hepplewhite Influenced Silver Server, the
unusual concave shaped overhanging top with large paterna panel and vertical molded edge, two
drawers with brass pulls, lock and key, raised on square tapered molded legs

3500.00

131
OOC - 'Early Sunrise' by Leonard Ochtman (CT, 1854-1934), signed lower left, depicting a stream
bracketed by trees and backed by low hills, under purple light, in gold frame with linen liner, SS: 29
1/2" x 39 1/2", OS: 39 1/2" x 49 1/2", cleaned and relin

8500.00

133
ENGLISH NEEDLEPOINT - English 'Woolsey' Portrait of a British Frigate Warship, ca 1830, in
birdseye maple frame with gilt liner, under glass, SS: 16 3/4" x 24", OS: 20 1/4" x 27 3/4", very good
condition.

900.00

134
PAIR TOLE DECORATED CANDLESTICKS - Pair Early Chinoiserie Tole Decorated Candlesticks,
ca late 19th c, converted to electric lamps, 16 1/4" tall to top of column, 5" wide at base, paint loss,
scarce in any condition.

375.00

135
QUEEN ANNE LOOKING GLASS - Period Queen Anne Looking Glass having a deep cove molded
and parcel gilt frame with elaborate high relief carved a pierced crest and scalloped drop, retaining its
original backboards and possibly the original glass, 33" x 13 3/

250.00

136 OOC - View of Venice by F.E. Wright (American 1849-1891), signed lower left and dated 1887, in
magnificent gilt Victorian frame, SS: 27 1/2" x 47 1/2", OS: 36 3/4" x 56 3/4", fine condition. 6000.00

137
URNS - Pair of early 19th c. French Empire classical bronze urns on ebonized wood plinths, with well
defined ram heads for handles and wreaths of garland that go around the body of the urn, the cover with
a flame finial. 14 1/2" tall, 8" wide across ram h

950.00

144
(2) TOLE PAINTED TRAYS - Two 19th c Tole Painted Trays, both shaped and with shallow dishing,
having painted lake scenes and gold detailing over black , 13 1/4" x 10 3/4" and 22 1/4" x 29", the
larger with some corrosion.

300.00

145
WILLIAM & MARY CHEST ON CHEST - Period William & Mary Chest on Chest in walnut, with
early engraved batwing brasses, the lower case set on ball feet with shaped outer stretcher, six urn and
ring turned legs, shaped cock-beaded skirt with central arch havi

1750.00
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146
OOC - Life-Sized Portrait of an Italian Fruit Harvester by Luigi Agretti (Florence, 1878- ?), signed
upper right, depicting a pretty woman with two baskets of grapes and peaches, in a magnificent
reticulated gilt Venetian frame, SS: 42" x 30", OS: 54 3/4"

3500.00

147
PAIR SUNFLOWER ANDIRONS - Pair Fancy Cast Iron & Brass Fitted Andirons, featuring a brass
sunflower head, applied openwork brass shield with rampant crowned lion, with a Gothic foot and
six-sided stop, 23 1/2" tall, 23" long, 10" wide, one back dog repair

375.00

150
DUTCH MARQUETRY DESK - 19th c Dutch Bombe Marquetry Slant Front Desk in fancy floral inlay,
two-piece, having three alternating convex and concave drawer fronts between shaped and canted stiles
set on large ball and claw feet and ending in knuckled tops,

4000.00

151
PERSIAN RUG - 5'4" x 9'10" - Semi-antique Bidjar with an overall floral motif in light blue, salmon,
rust-red and camel on slate blue field, light blue 'turtle' border, one 10" long repair and several small
repairs.

2900.00

155
RARE SET (6) HEPPLEWHITE DINING CHAIRS - Rare Set of Six American Hepplewhite Mahogany
Dining Chairs, Philadelphia, ca 1800, with carved stepped crest rails, carved and pierced racket form
backs, hand worked needlepoint serpentine front seats with brass

2500.00

156
OOC, LAID TO PANEL - Apples and Pears, by Jacobus Van Looy (Neth 1855 - 1930), initialed lr,
backstamped 'Huis van Looy', marked 'P. de Nys', in carved wooden frame, gilt liner, SS: 14 1/4" x 10
1/4", OS: 22" x 18", good condition.

6000.00

157
OOC, LAID TO PANEL - Poppies by Jacobus Van Looy (Neth 1855 - 1930), initialed lr, backstamped
'Huis van Looy', marked 'P. de Nys', in carved wooden frame with gilt liner, SS: 11 1/4" x 9 1/2", OS:
17 1/4" x 15 1/2", fine craquelere.

5000.00

159 POLYCHROME SANTOS - 19th c Spanish Polychrome Wooden Santos of Madonna and Child, 16"
tall, 6 1/2" x 4 1/4" at base, fine condition. 400.00

162
HEPPLEWHITE CELLARETTE - George III Hepplewhite Mahogany Octagonal Cellarette, fourth
quarter 18th century, the hinged cover having a compass star inlay, with edge banding overall, with
knuckled drop bale brass handles on sides, ring drop on front of lid,

1750.00

164
OOC - Storm Off Mount Desert, Coast of Maine by Harrison Bird Brown, (CA/ME/UK, 1831-1915),
signed lr, identified verso, Windsor & Newton stencil on canvas, in gold molded frame, SS: 11 1/2" x
19 1/2", OS: 14 3/4" x 22 1/4", minor flaking at bottom.

3100.00

165
HEPPLEWHITE SECRETARY - Bench made ca. 1920 two-part Portsmouth Hepplewhite style
Secretary in mahogany with pale burl mahogany panels, set on tapered and string inlaid legs, with two
cock-beaded full width drawers in the lower cabinet, original pressed

1700.00

166
(3) OOC'S - Three 18th c Mexican Colloquial Scenes attributed to Miguel Cabrera (1695-1768),
unsigned, but in his style and with his distinctive captions that read: 'De Cambuja, e Yndio Sambayga';
'De Espanol y Negra Vularo' & 'De Yndio, y Loba Chino Camb

32500.00

167
HEPPLEWHITE CANDLESTAND - Hepplewhite Mahogany Tip-Top Candlestand, attributed to the
workshop of Joseph Short, Newburyport, Mass., fourth quarter 18th century, having an oval one board
top with bird's eye maple central inlaid panel, ring and urn turned p

1250.00

170
HEPPLEWHITE CARD TABLE - Hepplewhite Bow Front Card Table in figured mahogany, last
quarter 18th century, with satinwood panel inlay on the frieze, banded and string inlaid upper lid resting
on molded lower lid, string inlaid tapered square legs, 30 1/4"

1500.00

173
PAIR GILT DEMI-LUNE EAGLE FORM SHELVES - Pair of Federal Period Handcarved Gilt Gesso
Eagle Form Shelves, in opposing stances, with acanthus volutes in surround, supporting shaped and
molded tops, with original iron tab hangers, sockets on lower back for

4000.00

175
DIMINUTIVE HEPPLEWHITE SIDEBOARD - Hepplewhite Bow Front Sideboard in mahogany
veneer with flame mahogany panels, with shell marquetry cartouches, floral and band inlay, rope
banded edge, with top two drawers overhanging lower cabinet doors with locks (wi

5000.00

181
ISFAHAN CARPET - 7' x 10'7" - Round indented medallion surrounded by palmettes, scrolling vines
and floral sprays in ivory, cinnamon, light blue and slate blue on red field, light blue floral spandrels,
slate blue floral and vine border, very good conditi

2600.00
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184
LACQUERED TEA CADDY - Early 19th c English Casket Form Tea Caddy in lacquered and gilt
composition, having geometric borders picked out in blue and red, the domed lid with overhanging edge
opening to reveal two lead foil lined compartments with lids havin

200.00

186 ITALIAN POLYCHROME CARVING - Late 19th c Italian Polychrome Wood Carving of a Saint
Ascending, roughly 15" x 17" x 5", good condition, minor losses, nice age patina. 600.00

190
FEDERAL CHEST - Federal Mahogany and Maple Chest, coastal New Hampshire or south coastal
Maine, 1795-1810, having two board rectangular overhanging top, four graduated drawers with bold
figured curly maple fronts, original brass knob pulls and mahogany in

1800.00

191
HERIZ CARPET - 9'1" x 12'2" - Persian room size carpet with gabled square medallion, serrated
leaves, stylized flowers and geometric designs in slate and marine blue, ivory, salmon, tan and black,
ivory spandrels with similar designs, black 'turtle' borde

1500.00

192
MINIATURE W/C ON IVORY - Portrait of an Elderly Man Resembling Ben Franklin by Andre Pujos
(French, 1738-1788), signed lower left, the subject is depicted in Franklin's classic drab brown garb
with fur collar, housed in original walnut bullseye panel fram

1900.00

196
RUSSIAN ICON - Russian Oil on Panel Icon of Christ dated 1739, with parcel gilt silver oklad
hallmarked for 1852, St Petersburg, assayer Alexander Mitin, unknown makers mark, 11 3/4' x 10 1/4",
good condition.

2750.00

197
RUSSIAN ICON - Russian Oil on Panel Icon of Christ, with 84 zlotny silver oklad hallmarked for
1827, Moscow, assayer Nikolai Dubrovin, unknown makers mark, 12 1/2" x 10 1/2", scuffs to painting,
oklad split upper right.

1300.00

202
18TH C HAND-DRAWN MECHANICAL CALENDAR - Charming 1786 Hand-Drawn and Painted
German Mechanical Calendar, from Hamburg, depicting a businessman in his study, writing at a
slant-top desk, with frame above his head that houses two mechanical wheels to change

3000.00

203
(3) FAMILLE ROSE SERVING BOWLS - All have bright polychrome decoration of family scenes at
home, 19th c., including: Lobed Bowl with gilt flange handle, 9 1/2" x 10 1/2" x 1 3/4" deep, with
quatrefoil foot; PLUS Asymmetrical Bowl, 11" x 8" x 1 3/4" deep;

1700.00

204
(2) PAIR ANDIRONS & FENDER - Federal Period Piercework Brass Fireplace Fender, overlapping
ring and bead decoration, on ball feet, 9 1/2" tall, 47" x 11", good condition; PLUS Chippendale
Andirons in spun brass with cannonball tops, 12 1/4" tall, 9 1/2" x

350.00

205
HEPPLEWHITE CHEST - Hepplewhite Mahogany Bowfront Chest, Massachusetts, fourth quarter 18th
century, having four graduated cock-beaded drawers with string banding, fan inlaid corners, original
brass oval eagle design pulls, overhanging ogee edge top, mold

4250.00

206
OOC - Dutch Harbor Marketplace by Heinrich Hermanns (German, 1862-1942), signed lr, depicting
scattered fishmongers in the rain, a crowd in the background under umbrellas and bare trees, silhouetted
by bright storefronts, housed in a substantial molded pa

2100.00

207
GEORGIAN PEAT BUCKET - Georgian Oval Covered Peat Bucket, first quarter 19th century, in
nickel plated steel, the domed cover having a spherical knob, drop ring handles on ends, set on lions
paw feet, 17 1/2" tall, 18 1/2" x 13 1/2", very good condition.

350.00

209 RARE NAUTICAL THEMED FRAME - Rare 19th c Nautical Themed Frame in gilt gesso and wood,
mimicking bound rope, SS: 22" x 36", OS: 32 3/4" x 46 3/4", fine condition. 1600.00

210
CUSTOM TWO-PART HIGHBOY - Solid Cherry Queen Anne Style Highboy by Elmer Stennis, famed
clock-maker of Weymouth, Mass., (one of three he made); historically accurate in every detail of
construction and materials, having aggressive cabriole legs, shaped sk

2800.00

211 OOC - California River Landscape by George Thomson Pritchard (CA, 1878-1962), signed lower left,
in original matched corner Arts & Crafts frame, SS: 24" x 29", OS: 30" x 35", good condition. 1900.00

212
OOC - Mount Desert Rock Island, a primitive copy of the Currier & Ives print depicting in romantic
fashion the lighthouse, which is actually isolated on a barren rock twenty miles out in the ocean from
Mount Desert Island, Maine, being the most distant li

900.00

213
CURLY MAPLE BOOKCASE - 19th c Curly Maple Cabinet having three bookshelves and green
painted interior , two drawers beneath with mushroom knobs, nicely shaped and scalloped apron,
ending in high cutout molded bracket foot, 42" tall, 37 1/2" x 12 1/2", ver

1600.00
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215
DESK - Hepplewhite solid cherry butler's desk, ca 1790. Oval inlaid panels in drop front and circular
inlaid panels on two bottom doors. Baltimore, MD origin. Interior has eight drawers, eight letter slots
and a central door. When open, reveals four small

1500.00

217
RARE A.C. CHURCH NAUTICAL PHOTOGRAPH - Original Gelatin Silver Photograph 'Launching
the Seineboat' by Albert Cook Church, embossed with his mark lower right, taken aboard the mackerel
purse seine schooner 'Pinta' out of Gloucester, Mass, probably near Ca

400.00

222
PERSIAN CARPET - 9'7" X 13'2" - Room size oriental carpet with indented diamond medallion
surrounded by palmettes, scrolling vines and floral sprays in ivory, navy blue, gold and salmon on red
field, ivory spandrels, navy blue floral and palmette border,

1500.00

223
HEPPLEWHITE CANDLESTAND - Hepplewhite Coffin-top Candlestand, coastal New Hampshire or
south coastal Maine, late 18th to early 19th century, a mahogany tilt-top, having birds eye maple center
panel and banded inlaid edge, set on well shaped and proportion

1900.00

226 OOC - Moonlit Mountain Stream by Henry Arthur Elkins (CO/CA/KS, 1847-1884), signed lower left,
in deep cove Victorian gesso frame, SS: 11 1/4" x 9 1/2", OS: 23" x 21 1/4", very good condition. 800.00

227
LIGHTKEEPER'S HAILER - Lightkeeper's Brass Horn Hailer, ca 1880s, in molded brass with
remnants of red paint on the interior, 12" tall, 4 1/4" diam, spots of corrosion on the bell. Scarce in any
condition, found on one of the islands.

500.00

228
SEWING STAND - Delicate Hepplewhite Sewing Stand, first quarter 19th c, with hinged octagon top
that reveals compartmented interior within conforming frieze, in satinwood panel with ebony and
boxwood banding, raised on delicate tapered and splayed ebony s

900.00

229 CASED SEXTANT - 1938 Husan Sextant ser no 8348, by Henry Hughes & Son, Ltd, London, housed in
original brass bound mahogany case, 5 1/2" x 11 1/2" x 11", good condition. 400.00

230
DROP LEAF TABLE - Solid Mahogany custom Queen Anne style Drop Leaf Table, select single plank
top and leaves, each side has double gate-leg supports, 28 3/4" tall, 90" long, 18 1/4" wide, 22 1/2"
elliptical leaves (opens out to an oval), very good conditi

1000.00

232
(3) EARLY NAUTICAL CHARTS - Including: 'Heather's New Chart of the Coasts of England and
Holland, from the latest surveys, 1805', J. Stephenson, engraver, Colchester, 31" x 46", losses to edges,
soiling and foxing; PLUS Untitled Central America and the Ca

650.00

235
FEDERAL PERIOD SERVER - Federal Period Server in Honduran mahogany with grey variegated
marble top, mirrored backsplash, cabinet housing four drawers with inset dished knobs, set on four
substantial turned legs, 35 3/4" to surface, 45 1/2" tall overall, 3

1100.00

236
OOC - Maine Country Bridge by Delbert Dana Coombs (ME, 1850-1938), signed lr, dated 1896, in
Victorian gilt gesso frame, SS: 15 1/4" x 11 1/4", OS: 21" x 17", single repaired puncture in sky,
otherwise fine condition.

600.00

239
PAIR JAPANESE MIXED METAL URNS ON STANDS - Pair of Meiji Period Japanese Bronze Urns
on Stands from the studio of Suzuki Chokichi , with archaic themed enamel champlevé decoration, gold
and silver wirework inlay, Foo Dog handles with extended tongues havi

70000.00

241 OOC - Pastoral Scene with Cows by H. Hilliard Smith (CT, 1871-1948), signed lr, dated '47, in nice
matched corner Impressionist frame, SS: 19 1/2" x 23 1/2", OS: 28 1/2" x 32 1/2", good condition. 500.00

242
JAPANESE BRONZE CENSER - 19th c Japanese Bronze Censer with applied elephant head feet,
squat urn form body with Phoenix handles, decorated with pomegranates in full relief, surmounted by a
fully reticulated lid having odd closed lotus blossoms, 15 1/2" (

1900.00

243
GEORGIAN WIG STAND - Georgian Period Wig Stand in mahogany, with tripod platform base having
Queen Anne style legs, dish and button platform, column and scroll columns supporting two triangular
drawers, shaped columns supporting molded disc top, 32 1/2" t

600.00

244
FINE JAPANESE PORCELAIN VASE - Fine Japanese Baluster Vase in black glaze with overall
raised decoration of plum branches in white, keyed border at neck under flared rim, signed on
underside, 12 1/8" (30.8 cm) tall, 5 1/2" (14.0 cm) diam at shoulder, fine

2100.00

245
GEORGIAN DOCTOR'S CABINET - Late 18th c English Mahogany Doctor's Pharmaceutical Cabinet
on Stand, consisting of a double-door cabinet with many compartments in doors and inside carcase, a
secret sliding door on the back reveals a fitted compartment for t

1750.00
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246
OOC - 'Rosetta Lewis in Her little Cottage on Monhegan Island' by Alice Stoddard (ME, 1884-1976),
signed lower left, depicting elderly woman seated next to plant in windowsill while doing needlework,
she looks impishly at the viewer, in period Arts & Craf

1000.00

248
FEDERAL CREST - Federal Period Carved Crest in the manner of Samuel McIntire, in mahogany,
consisting of plinths surmounted by urns, with drape swagged openwork molded top arch, 14 1/2" tall,
41 1/2" x 12", some old repairs, minor losses.

600.00

249
JAPANESE BRONZE FIGURINE - Fine quality Meiji period standing rooster, embossed signature on
underside between legs, has red head and crown, body is a warm brown/green patina, 19" high, 10 3/4"
wide, has one small area of green discoloration on the patina

3900.00

253
ENGLISH BUTLER'S STAND - 19th c Mahogany English Butler's Stand consisting of folding stand
with cloth straps and oblong tray with dovetail corners, having hand holes on the long sides and one
low end, when assembled, they are 36 1/2" tall, 31 1/4" x 20 3

350.00

255
CUSTOM DUNCAN PHYFE DINING TABLE - Custom Mahogany Duncan Phyfe Style Three-Pedestal
Tilt-Top Dining Table with leaves, in the classical style with tripod bases having fluted tapered legs
emanating from urn turned post, brass caster cups, substantial hard

1700.00

257
CHINESE EXPORT PORCELAIN 2 PC LOT - Chinese Export Famille Rose Mandarin Porcelain
Covered Rectangular Dish, having roses on sides, friezes of family scenes, bands of vines containing
luck symbols, bats, birds and butterflies, gilt bowed handle, 5" (12.7

900.00

259 JAPANESE BRONZE VASE - Signed Meiji Period Japanese Bronze Vase in form of bound Bok Choy
leaves, with water lily foot, very detailed, 10 1/4" tall, 6 3/4" diam, very good condition. 950.00

260
SIDEBOARD - 19th c Hepplewhite Serpentine Front Sideboard in mahogany veneer, with boxwood
banding, batwing brasses, crotch mahogany fascias, center single drawer over two doors with lock,
flanked by drawers over deep drawers, overhanging flanged top, 42

1100.00

261
PAIR OLD MASTERS OOP - Portraits of Saints, on mitered walnut panels, including St. Augustine,
holding a book inscribed 'Tolle Lege' (Take up and read), and another who is unidentified, pensively
writing with his hand to his bearded mouth, in matching gil

1200.00

265
SHERATON CARD TABLE - Sheraton Lobed Bowfront Card Table, New York shop of Duncan Phyfe,
first quarter 19th century, in figured plum mahogany, inlaid arches at top of legs, tapered reeded legs
with brass cup casters, fifth gate leg at back, 30 3/4" tall,

1200.00

268
FRENCH FRAME ARMCHAIR - Louis XVI Oval Back Fauteuil with carved ribbon bound reed frame
having three-quarter arms split to yoke at back, scrolled arm supports with rose medallions, matching
detail to frame blocks, reeded tapered legs with acanthus crowns

300.00

269
(6) PC ORIENTAL BRONZE LOT - Lot of 19th c small oriental bronze figures include a frog;
dragon/turtle; crayfish; elephant; gourd form water dropper; boy with drum. All have good old surface
patina, toes missing from frog, minor imperfections.

1100.00

272
CHINESE BRONZE INCENSE BURNER - Antique bronze hanging incense burner with applied fish
decoration, lotus form sculpted cover with incised character marks on both sides of handle, 16" (40.6
cm) high with handle up, 9" (22.9 cm) diam, old repairs to one ha

700.00

273
BUTLER'S STAND - Chippendale Period Butler's Stand in mahogany with removable tray having
typical folding profile sides, four panel tray base with brass hardware, rectangular profile stand, 19"
tall (with sides up) x 19 3/4" x 29 3/4" , shrinkage cracks,

700.00

274
PAIR MEIJI SIGNED BRONZE VASES - Pair Japanese Bronze Vases, Meiji Period, signed 'Miyao',
from the workshop of Miyao Eisuke of Yokohama, depicting three men hugging the base of an enormous
ancient tree trunk, which has a rope with pendant ribbons tied ar

900.00

275
SHERATON CHEST OF DRAWERS - Sheraton Gentleman's Chest of Drawers in cherry, having a
deep top drawer with three shallow drawers below, with brass drop bails having oval pressed brass
backplates, brass escutcheon plates, overhanging top, all set on turned

900.00

278
BIEDERMEIER ARMCHAIR - Fully Upholstered Biedermeier Barrel Chair with exposed frame at
arm and back, having a triple scalloped top rail, scrolled arms, tapered front legs with ram shorn tops,
shaped back legs, upholstered in pink cut velvet, self corded,

400.00
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279
JAPANESE BRONZE FIGURE - Japanese bronze of two Mandarin ducks seated by a pond, three
character mark on the underside, 2" (5.1 cm) high, 6 1/4" 15.9 cm) wide, warm brown patina, good
condition.

650.00

281
(5) IVORY NETSUKE - Five Early Japanese Ivory Netsuke, all signed, including three by one artist,
two by another, the first group includes a kneeling camel, 1 1/2" (3.8 cm); a reclining monkey with
offspring, 2" (5.1 cm) long; a monkey standing on the bac

550.00

283
SIX-FOLD PAINTED JAPANESE SCREEN - Late 19th c Six-Fold Handpainted Japanese Screen,
each panel with a unique image in watercolor on silk, signed and with seals, including four studies of
flowering trees and two views of travelers, one near Mt Fuji, the i

500.00

284
JAPANESE BRONZE BOX - Late Meiji Period (ca 1860's) Bronze Desk Box with relief decoration of
two geese at water's edge, friction fit lift-off lid, stamped seal on underside, 2 1/2" (6.4 cm) x 6" (15.2
cm) x 4 1/2" (11.4 cm), fine condition.

350.00

285
CHIPPENDALE CHEST - Chippendale Chest in mahogany with string inlay, molded lid with inlaid fan
corners, graduated drawers with batwing brasses, shaped ogee foot, reeded quarter round corner stiles,
35" tall, 22 12" x 47 1/4" at feet, missing top lock esc

1300.00

286
OOC - Open Expanse with Beached Craft by Pierre de Clausade (French, 1910-1976), signed lr, King
Street Galleries of London labels verso, in gilt molded frame with linen liner, SS: 20 3/4" x 25 1/4",
OS: 29 1/4" x 33 1/2", fine condition.

700.00

289
CHINESE BIRD CAGE - 1920s Vintage Chinese Bamboo Bird Cage with carved luck symbols on
sides, dragon form perches, suspended jade rings, blue & white porcelain water and food containers,
16 1/2" (41.9 cm) tall, 10" (25.4 cm) diam, very good condition.

1200.00

290
CHIPPENDALE TILT-TOP TABLE - Period Mahogany Chippendale Tilt-Top Table with tripod snake
foot having carved acanthus on top, urn turned column, shaped and molded dish top, original brass
catch, 27" tall, 27" diam., single small shrinkage crack to lid, in

800.00

291
ANTIQUE SUMAK AREA RUG - 5'8" x 9'2" - Ca 1870 Caucasian Sumak, three large 'sunburst'
medallions with geometric designs in blue and rust-red on ivory field, ivory 'star' border, several holes,
faded, worn.

1300.00

292
CUSTOM HEPPLEWHITE COFFEE TABLE - Custom Hepplewhite Style Coffee Table in mahogany
with inlaid oval faux tray top by Baker Furniture, the top with segmented satinwood inlays, center oval
with seashell, scalloped fence, brass handles, raised on square tap

425.00

295
HEPPLEWHITE DRESSER - English Hepplewhite Bowfront Dresser, ca 1810, in figured mahogany,
with French foot, shaped skirt, having three graduated drawers below a pair of drawers, all cockbeaded
and with replaced brass bails having pressed oval backplates f

850.00

296
OOC - 'Vermont Morning' by Junius Brutus Stearns (VA, 1810-1885), signed verso 'J.B. Stearns, NA,
'84' and inscribed 'E.C. Dennison', depicting boy in straw hat crossing bridge over stream, cow herd,
barn and green mountains in distance, in the original g

750.00

297
CANTERBURY - Walnut Canterbury, having two drawers in the lower case with mushroom knobs, set
on turned legs with casters, twist carved corner posts with mushroom caps on top of lid, four vertical
compartments divided by x-stretchers, with carved floral e

325.00

298
CAMPAIGN LAP DESK - Military Officer's Oversized Brass Bound Mahogany Campaign Desk,
having flush mount handles on sides, one drawer, replaced green writing surface, inkwell
compartments, 6" tall, 18" x 10 1/2", shrinkage cracks, lockset missing.

250.00

299
PAIR MALACHITE BASED TABLE LAMPS - Chinese Carved Malachite Eggplants draped with Luck
Symbols, set on carved gilt wood platforms and serving as a base for a pair of bedside lamps with
orange glass and brass chain pulls, six-sided lampshades, wired for el

2400.00

300
BOWFRONT HEPPLEWHITE CHEST - Bowfront Hepplewhite Mahogany Chest with four graduated
drawers having banded inlay of satinwood, French foot, shaped skirt, original pressed brass oval drop
bails, locks, 31 3/4" tall, 22" x 36 3/4", good condition.

1600.00

301
HERIZ CARPET- 6'2" X 9' - Stepped diamond medallion surrounded by stylized flowerheads and
geometric designs in ivory, teal, light blue and gray on taupe field, ivory spandrels, taupe geometric
design border, excellent condition.

500.00
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302
NATIVE AMERICAN BEADWORK PAPOOSE CARRIER - Flathead Sioux Beadwork Papoose
Carrier on blue wool ground with red wool trim, mounted over buckskin covered board with glass bead
and brass bell trim, buckskin fringe, original brass studded leather neck strap,

6250.00

304
FULLY BEADED NATIVE AMERICAN VEST - 19th c Fully Beaded Sioux Vest in glass beads over a
red cotton ground, having a white ground with red border, having glyphs for seven men on back, two
teepees flanking two crosses, glyphs of two men and two lodges on f

3000.00

305
NATIVE AMERICAN BEADED BAG - Dakota Sioux Beaded Medicine Bag in tanned deer hide, ca
1870, with centered figure, silver 'bells' on fringe, pendant bird-form tab with rabbit foot tip (separated
from thong); fold-over top, roughly 6" x 3", including fringe

750.00

306
FRENCH TRADE PEACE PIPE TOMAHAWK - Late 18th c French Iron Trade Tomahawk Peace Pipe
Head mounted on 19th c wooden handle with stamped overall texture, drilled, the iron is 8" x 3 1/2",
very good condition, the handle is 22" long, missing horn mouthpiece

5000.00

307 NAVAJO RUG - Two Grey Hills pattern Navajo wearing rug, ca 1920s, in nice rich vegetable colors,
47" x 61", very good condition. 650.00

310
SHERATON PEMBROKE TABLE - Sheraton Figured Mahogany Pembroke Table, New York, first
quarter 19th century, having nicely shaped drop leaves, single end drawer doubled by faux drawer at
opposite end, with brass knobs, raised on ring turned reeded and taperi

600.00

311
COLLECTION (25) MINIATURE INDIAN BASKETS - Twenty-Five Miniature North-East Indian
Baskets in woven grass, seagrass and reed, including some Penobscot, ranging is size from 10 1/2"
diam x 6 1/2" deep to 1" diam x 1" deep, varying ages, mostly 1920s-1940s,

700.00

312
NATIVE AMERICAN POTTERY - Acoma, ca 1900, in high-shouldered form with raised tooled rim,
decorated in brown on white with mountain figures, sienna band at bottom and inside at top, 6 1/2" tall,
7 3/4" diam, one chip and some small flakes to rim.

700.00

314
NATIVE AMERICAN POTTERY - Black-on-Black Wedding Pot, signed Flora Naranjo, Santa Clara
Pueblo, in squatty ovoid form with raised rim, decorated with thunderbird pattern, 5 1/8" tall, 6 1/4"
diam, fine condition.

800.00

315
QUEEN ANNE LOWBOY - Rhode Island style Walnut Lowboy, assemblage of old parts, set on finely
formed cabriole legs, with original acorn finials, pendant form blocked shaped skirt, inlaid fan on
lower center drawer flanked by two small drawers, two half wi

2800.00

316 GRENFELL RUG - Small Grenfell Rug featuring two polar bears facing each other over open water
with the sun rising between, 27" x 39", faded, some yellowing. 550.00

317 ESKIMO LADLE - Large Carved Wood Tlingit Potlatch Feast Ladle, 27" long, 7" wide, on custom
stand, fine old repair to bowl. 1400.00

318
NATIVE AMERICAN BOWL - 19th c. Northwestern Tlingit Potlatch Bowl in the form of a frog, with
eight inset shell buttons (one replaced), with expressive face and four splayed feet. 5 1/4" tall, 14" long,
7 1/2" wide, both front legs repaired, all toes chip

1800.00

319 ESKIMO TOOL - 19th c Inuit Eskimo Hide Scraper in Totemic Form, carved from walrus tusk, with
steel blade, with grid as thumb grip, 5 3/8" long, chip on back at blade, otherwise good condition. 900.00

320
EARLY FRENCH ARMOIRE - French Country Armoire in black paint over hardwood, with metal
mesh panels in doors, all wood peg construction, with rough unfinished interior, molded panel foot,
beaded inset panel sides and stiles, removable molded cornice, the t

1000.00

324
PAIR WALRUS TUSKS - Pair of Ivory Walrus Tusks, probably from the same animal, family
provenance states they were brought back from a 1908 arctic expedition, roughly 19 1/2" long, good
condition, tips drilled.

450.00

325
FOUR-DRAWER SHERATON CHEST - Four Drawer Country Sheraton Chest in pine with turned
legs, reverse twist columns supporting cookie corner lid, large pressed glass knobs, brass lock
escutcheons, in natural pale finish, 43 3/4" tall, 44 3/4" x 21 1/2", very

950.00

326 OOC - Two Horses Sheltering from Blizzard, unsigned, ca 1880, in deep cove gilt Victorian gesso
frame, SS: 6 1/2" x 8 1/2", OS: 14 1/2" x 16 1/2", cleaned, minor losses to frame. 600.00
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328
OOB - Salmon Rising to a Fly, unsigned, ca 1890s, in walnut stained flat pine frame with label on back
'Made by Corliss H Abbott, Sunapee, NH', SS: 22" x 14 1/2", OS: 26 3/4" x 19 1/2", cleaned and
varnished

550.00

329
PAIR GILT BRONZE TABLE LAMPS - Pair 19th c French Gilt Bronze Putti Candelabrum Bases,
converted to electric lamp, the mirrored figures holding aloft horns of plenty, seated on tree stump, with
marble plinths, 14" tall, 5 1/2" diam base, including marble

900.00

330
BRITISH PATENT CAMPAIGN BED - A Fine Santo Domingo Mahogany Brass Fitted Folding Four
Post Tester Bed, circa 1805, the heavy turned legs with brass cup casters unscrew from the folding
frame, posts are removable, lacking canopy frame and finials, labeled

900.00

332
LARGE CHINESE BRONZE CENSER - 18th c Chinese Bronze Archaic Form Censer on integral
plinth with dragon head handles, incised animal pictograph bands, ribbed sides, the interior with
inscription in Hanzi script, 7 1/2" (19.0 cm) tall, 11 3/4" (29.8 cm) wid

3500.00

334
CHINESE PAINTED SCROLL - Chinese Painted Narrative Scroll telling the story of three women
musicians in a dark wood, in 2 contiguous panels, signed and with seals, on a brocade mount, the image
is 112" (284.3 cm) x 14 1/2" (36.8 cm), the scroll itself is

10000.00

335
DOWRY CHEST - Chippendale Red Walnut Dowry Chest, Mid-Atlantic States, second half 18th
century, having applied molded hinged top exposing an open interior, the case being dovetailed with
two drawers beneath, retaining original brass hardware, molded base

700.00

336
CHINESE VASE - 19th c Chinese Baluster Vase with vase form handles, in robin's egg blue speckled
glaze, with Qianlong mark, shallow foot, flared rim, 9 3/8" (23.8 cm) tall, 5 1/2" (14.0 cm) wide at
handles, fine condition.

1600.00

337
CHINESE BRONZE FIGURE - Important early cast bronze kylin form incense burner in a rich dark
brown surface patina, with a high copper content to the bronze. The lid has a seated kylin figure with
reticulated ball, on a custom hardwood carved platform with

3300.00

338
CHINESE JADE BELT BUCKLE - 19th century Two-Part Belt Buckle in Celadon White Clear Jade,
consisting of two fully reticulated dragons confronting each other at the hook and loop, 4 7/8" (12.4 cm)
x 1 5/8" (4.1 cm) x 5/8" (1.6 cm) deep, fine condition.

3500.00

339
CHINESE BRONZE ALTAR FIGURE - 17th c Daoist Priest Devotional Figure in cast bronze, with
remnants of gilding, he is depicted seated on throne with hands in meditative pose, in the distinctive
headwear of the period, 15 1/2" (39.3 cm) tall, 7" (17.8 cm) x

3600.00

340
DIMINUTIVE SHERATON CHEST - Southern Coastal Maine or New Hampshire Sheraton Chest in
mahogany, first quarter 19th century, having three graduated crotch veneer drawers with original
pressed brass pulls, flanked by twist carved stiles that stand proud of

700.00

342
PAIR CHINESE CINNABAR VASES - Pair Two-Tone Cinnabar Four-Sided Vases, over bronze,
having (drilled) Kangxi marks, the lower panels decorated with scholars in gardens, overall floral
decoration above the shoulder, interior a deeper shade, exposed metal co

9500.00

343
CHINESE PORCELAIN KRAAK DISH - Wanli Dynasty (17th c) Chinese 'Kraak' Dish with blue and
white decoration of a grasshopper in floral landscape, with lobed edge, 1 7/8" (4.8 cm) deep, 10 1/2"
(26.7 cm) diam, repaired chip to rim, some frits and original in

1900.00

346
CHINESE BRONZE BEAKER - 18th c Archaic Style Cast Bronze Beaker in the form of a Qin Dynasty
Xu Xin You, decorated with Taotie heads, with ribbed waist, inscription on side of interior, 4 3/8"
(11.1 cm) tall, 3 1/4" (8.3 cm) x 2 5/8" (6.7 cm), good condit

2500.00

349
CHINESE PORCELAIN RICE BOWL - 19th c Fine Porcelain Rice Bowl, decorated with flowers in
grey and black, with four character Qianlong mark in red inside shallow foot, with custom wooden
stand, the bowl alone is 2 1/4" (5.7 cm) deep, 5 1/2" (14.0 cm) diam,

2600.00

350
PAINTED COUNTRY CUPBOARD - Grey Painted Pine Country Step-Back Cupboard with canted
side glass front cabinet above, two drawers over two doors below, two shelves above, none below,
forged iron teardrop pulls, mushroom knobs on drawers, bootjack ends, 64"

700.00

353 WHITE JADE CARVING - Chinese White Jade Carving in form of eggplant and open roots, with
Kaolin lying atop, 19th c, 3" (7.6 cm) x 1 3/4" (4.5 cm) x 1" (2.5 cm), fine condition. 600.00
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354
(3) SMALL CHINESE PORCELAIN BOXES - Three Miniature Chinese Round Porcelain Boxes, first
quarter of 20th century, all decorated with insects, all with seals, all marked with inscription and seal,
featuring: Dragonfly, 1 3/4" (4.5 cm) x 3/4" (1.9 cm), on w

2000.00

355
CHINESE DINING TABLE - Early Chinese Altar/Dining Table, in deeply worn grained elmwood,
with thick three-plank overhanging top, legs mortised through lid, shaped and channeled legs, two
stretchers on ends, 31 1/4" (79.3 cm) tall, 82 1/2" (209.4 cm) x 35

1500.00

356
CHINESE PORCELAIN VASE Qianlong Period (1736-1795) Baluster Vase in blue and white
decoration with applied elephant head faux handles, floral lobes on foot, band of sea waves with
entwined flowers above, leaf forms on neck, flared rim, marked on underside

3400.00

357
CHINESE STONE SCULPTURE FRAGMENT - Northern Wei Dynasty Stone Buddha Head,
beautifully rendered in repose, with remnants of paint, on a custom stand, the head is 6" (15.2 cm) tall,
4 1/4" (10.8 cm) wide, has a cement repaired ear lobe.

2750.00

359
CHINESE PORCELAIN SAUCE BOWL - Chinese porcelain floral shaped footed sauce bowl in pale
blue glaze with embossed floral design, 1 5/8" (4.1 cm) high, 4 5/8" (11.8 cm) diam, wear to high
points on glazed surface.

950.00

361
CHINESE BRONZE BUDDHA TRIAD - 18th century Cast Bronze Buddha Triad with Single
Mandorla, the Buddha standing on a lotus base between two attendants all with hands in the gestures of
protection (abhaya mudra) and fulfilling the vow (varada mudra), the man

1700.00

363 CHINESE JADE SCULPTURE - 18th c Celadon Jade Sculpture of Mountains with Juniper Tree, 2 1/4"
(5.7 cm) x 3 1/2" (8.9 cm) x 3/4" (1.9 cm), includes custom stand, fine condition. 1900.00

365 CHINESE ALTAR TABLE - Long Chinese Altar Table with scroll foot, shaped bracket and inset skirt,
paneled top, 34 1/2" (87.6 cm) tall, 91" (231.0 cm) x 18" (45.7 cm), losses to finish, nice age patina. 700.00

366
CHINESE PEWTER & JADE TEAPOT - Ming Dynasty Pewter Teapot with spinach jade handle, spout
and knob, copper lined, with flared base, domed lid, engraved with eleven character inscription on one
side and with bamboo and scholar's stone on the other, 4 1/4"

1200.00

367
PAIR CARVED WOODEN FOO DOGS - 18th c Chinese Carved and Polychromed Chinese Foo Dogs
on open circular plinths, finely detailed and with great age patina, wear to gilding, paint and ground,
11" (27.9 cm) tall, 9" (22.9 cm) x 5 1/2" (14.0 cm) each.

600.00

372
BLANC DE CHINE FIGURAL GROUP - Qing Dynasty Blanc de Chine Group of Three Musicians
Playing in a Grotto, signed on underside, with custom stand, the pottery is 3 1/4" (8.3 cm) tall, 3 3/4"
(9.5 cm) x 3" (7.6 cm), fine condition.

2900.00

373
BLANC DE CHINE FIGURE - Qing Dynasty Blanc-de-Chine Portrait of a Seated Buddhist Monk in
hooded robe, holding a Ruyi sceptre, on custom wooden stand, the figure is 5 3/4" (14.6 cm) tall, 5"
(12.7 cm) x 4 3/4" (12.1 cm), front edge of robe has been altere

3100.00

375
PAIR CHINESE TEMPLE DOORS - Pair of Ancient Chinese Temple Doors in heavy wood with
decorative iron binding and post pivot hinges, batten reinforcement and bar latch in wood, remnants of
original paint, gilt motifs, roughly 24" (60.9 cm) x 74" (187.8 cm)

900.00

377 CHINESE RHINO HORN INK BOTTLE - Qing Dynasty Domed Brush Washer with small beaded pot,
carved from single piece of rhino horn, 1 1/8" (2.9 cm) tall, 1 3/4" (4.5 cm) diam, fine condition. 6000.00

378 CHINESE DISH - Chinese round footed dish with two fish design in a tea dust glaze, 1 5/8" (4.1 cm)
high, 8" (20.3 cm) diam, several rim flakes to glaze. 650.00

379
CHINESE GROUP ANCESTRAL PORTRAIT - 18th c. Gouache on Paper Painting, mounted on
canvas, Chinese Group Ancestral Portrait containing fourteen seated figure with inscription on altar
figure top center, unframed, on stretcher, 64" (162.4 cm) x 43 1/2" (110.

600.00

380
CHINESE CABINET STAND - Chinese Oblong Cabinet Stand with two doors carved with birds on
branches of cherry blossoms, the sides with matching detail, carved horse foot with reticulated bent
bamboo and foliage, recessed panel top, 32 1/2" (82.5 cm) tall, 4

1600.00

382
PAIR FRENCH CHAIRS - Pair of Period French Empire Sidechairs with two-tone painted frames, urn
shaped back with piecework splat having entwined fleur-de-lis, tapered and fluted front legs, 17 1/2"
seat, 37 1/2" back, 20 1/2" x 18 1/2", old repairs, losses

600.00
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383
PAIR PARCEL GILT BRONZE CANDLESTICKS - Empire Period Candlesticks, with gilt foliate and
molded base, tapered waisted columns having faces of Minerva, bound reeds in gilt (one tip missing),
gilt cup and bobeche, patinated bronze columns, 12 1/4" tall, 5

2400.00

386 OOB - 'Whitehead, Cushings Island' by George M. Hathaway, (ME, 1852-1903), signed lr, in Victorian
gilt gesso deep cove frame, SS: 5 1/2" x 9 3/4", OS: 11" x 15 1/4", good condition, loss to frame. 1000.00

388
CHIPPENDALE CORNER CABINET - English Period Chippendale Corner Cabinet in crotch
mahogany with boxwood banding, the thirteen light latticed door covering robin's egg blue painted
interior with three shelves having shaped front edge, the door with ivory lo

900.00

389
PAIR OOB - Two Full Length Portraits of Very Healthy Cows, one turning to look at the viewer,
unsigned, ca 1900, in gold painted gesso frames, SS: 9" x 11 1/4" each, OS: 13" x 15 1/4" each, need
cleaning.

800.00

390
PAINTED BLANKET CHEST - 18th c Northern European Blanket Chest in pine with paint decoration,
having shaped bracket foot, molded base and lid, in a red base on front and top only, having banded
panels containing polychrome floral baskets, dated '92, unfin

1300.00

392
DROP-LEAF TABLE - Walnut Queen Anne Period Drop Leaf Lamp Table with elongated oval top,
shaped skirt with molded stiles, shallow carving to knees of cabriole legs with trifid feet, 27" tall, 24"
x 16 1/2" with leaves down, 11" leaves, good condition, lto

850.00

393
OOB - 'Early Spring, Needham' by Charles Curtis Allen (MA/VT, 1886-1950), signed lr and verso,
titled verso and with note indicating sent in 1941 to an exhibition at The Guild of Boston Artists, Grand
Central Galleries, with owner's label 'Adelaide Hall M

800.00

394
OOC - Primitive Maine Coastal Scene, unsigned, ca 1870s, depicting tugboat 'Peter Smith' hauling
sailing ship 'Desoto' in from a storm, through choppy water and past a lighthouse, wall of clouds
approaching from astern, in vintage lemon gold molded frame,

550.00

395
WELSH SIDEBOARD - 18th c Welsh Sideboard in English oak, having a two plank bullnose top, three
drawers with chamfered edge, inlaid banded center, original batwing brasses, open below with
bracketed sides and central post, molded bottom edge with simple s

500.00

396
OOC - Grapes in Birch Bark Baskets by Josephine E. Bradstreet (ME, 1859-1920), signed lr, ca 1900,
in bird's-eye maple frame with gilt liner, SS: 18 1/2" x 23 1/4", OS: 26 3/4" x 31 1/2", good condition,
frame chipped.

400.00

398 OOC - John Wesley Praying in his German Garret, unsigned, ca 1870s, in gilt matched corner frame,
SS: 12" x 14 1/2", OS: 17 1/2" x 20", retouched on left and bottom edges. 600.00

399
(2) STANDS IN FIGURAL WOOD - Hepplewhite Stand in birdseye and flame maple, pressed brass
knob, 28 3/4" tall, 19 3/4" x 20 3/4"; PLUS Sheraton Stand in flame mahogany with pressed brass knob
depicting a sailing ship, 27 1/2" tall, 20 1/2" x 20 1/4", good

200.00

400
BOWFRONT SHERATON CHEST - Four-Drawer Bow Front Sheraton Chest in mahogany veneer, the
drawers being graduated, cock-beaded, with flame figured fascias having boxwood stringing, turned
legs with squared stiles and top corners, replaced pressed brasses of

450.00

401 (4) SMALL VINTAGE ORIENTAL RUGS - Four Caucasian Tribal Rugs/Saddle Pads, ranging in size
from 15" x 39" to 21" x 51", fine condition. 1500.00

402
JAPANESE BRONZE MINIATURE - Japanese bronze miniature depicting a leaf with salamander and
spider with a period carved fitted and footed base, 1 1/4" (3.2 cm) high, 4" (10.2 cm) long, good
condition.

275.00

403
JAPANESE IVORY OJIME - Japanese Ivory Carving of Father with Son Working on Dock, signed on
underside, brought back in the 1880s, 2 3/8" tall, 5 1/2" x 1 3/4", missing one set of legs, otherwise
good.

500.00

404
OOC - Bust Profile Portrait of a Young Girl in Bonnet and Red Dress by Prof. Paul Plontke (German,
1884-1966), signed lr and with tag on gilt ribbed frame, SS: 15 1/4" x 11 1/4", OS: 21 3/4" x 17 3/4",
good condition, yellowed, losses to frame.

600.00

405
SHERATON BOWFRONT CHEST - Sheraton Bowfront four-drawer red stained maple and birch
chest with birdseye panel drawer fronts, banded and cock-beaded, with later round lion head brass
drop bails, escutcheons, ring and twist carved legs with urn tops surmoun

1250.00
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406
(4) EARLY AMERICAN SCHOOLGIRL DRAWINGS - Four 19th c Schoolgirl Drawings from the
Minott family of Phippsburg, Maine, of the shipyard fame, including: framed Theorem watercolor, SS:
13" x 19", OS: 19" x 15"; PLUS Graphite Theorem, unframed, 14" x 10 1/2",

475.00

407
COLONIAL HIGH CHAIR - New England Colonial High Chair in red casein paint over oak and ash,
with woven leather seat, 19" tall seat, 23 1/2" arms, 35 1/4" stiles, 15 1/4" x 11 1/2", expected wear,
sturdy, losses to leather.

150.00

409
PAIR OOC - Two New England Landscapes, Summer and Autumn, by Arthur E. Ward (ME,
1863-1928), both unsigned but backstamped 'Received from the hand of Arthur E. Ward as payment for
services by Ethel Haynes Riley Dexter, owner of the West Mansfield, Ma. res

600.00

410
BIEDERMEIER SERVER - Marble top Biedermeier Server in pale crotch mahogany veneer, the
veined green marble top with overhanging molded edge, simple deep cove fascia with concealed
full-width drawer, set on inverted scroll front legs and simple square colu

1500.00

411
FIGURAL HOOKED RUG - Resting Panther by Blanche Mary 'Joy' Sweetall of Blue Hill, Maine, the
recumbent beat lying alongside a pool, the field in green, black border with grey braided edge, signed
verso, 29" x 35", very lightly worn.

550.00

412
CHINESE PORCELAIN LOW BOWL - Tongzhi Period (1862-1874) Large Low Bowl decorated in
blue and white with opposing phoenix birds, marked on underside, 1 7/8" (4.8 cm) deep, 10" (25.4 cm)
diam, fine condition.

1000.00

413
(3) 19TH C CHINESE JADE CARVINGS - Three 19th century White Jade Carvings, including
Crowing Rooster, 2 1/2" (6.4 cm) long, on stand; PLUS Dragon with Turtle Shell, 1 3/4" (4.5 cm) long,
on stand; PLUS Sleeping Dog, 2 1/8" (5.4 cm) long, good condition.

1500.00

414
(2) CHINESE EMBROIDERED COURT ROBES - Two 19th c Chinese Embroidered Silk Court
Robes, including Red Long Robe with 6th Rank Civil Badge, having decoration in blues of dragons,
flowers, blossoms, wave patterns at bottom, white cuffs with floral designs, I

7000.00

415
COUNTRY PINE BLANKET CHEST - Hepplewhite Country Pine Blanket Chest with two drawers
below blank fronts, single plank top and sides, shaped legs and skirt, overhanging cockbeaded lid,
raised mushroom knobs, 40 1/2" tall, 41" x 19 1/4", good condition, ref

450.00

416
(5) CHINESE JADE CARVINGS - Five 19th c Celadon or White Jade Carvings of finely reticulated
plants, birds, dragons and butterflies, to be used as pendants, one has been made into a desktop paper
clamp, ranging in size from 1 3/8" (3.5 cm) to 3 1/2" (8.9

800.00

417
(3) CHINESE BRONZES - 19th c Chinese miniature bronzes, two are recumbent kylin figures, one has
two-tone mellow black/brown patina, one has a brown patina; PLUS a turtle/dragon form oval sealing
wax box in a warm brown patina, 1" (2.5 cm) high, 2 1/4" (5

600.00

418 (3) CHINESE JADE CARVINGS - Three 19th c Celadon Jade Carvings in Plant Forms, all on custom
wooden stands, ranging in size from 1 3/4" (4.5 cm) to 2 3/4" (7.0 cm) (jade only), fine condition. 2100.00

419
EARLY CHINESE STONEWARE VASE - Song Dynasty Celadon Glazed Stoneware Vase with
repeating stamped decoration, banded foot with vertical leaf repeat, squared shoulder, narrow neck (the
top has been ground down), 12" (30.5 cm) tall, 5 1/2" (14.0 cm) diam, fi

1600.00

420
HEPPLEWHITE DRESSER - Diminutive Hepplewhite Four-Drawer Mahogany Dresser, having French
feet on all four corners, string inlay to graduated drawer fronts and edge of overhanging top, original
round pressed brass drop bails and escutcheons, 32" tall, 20"

900.00

421
TURKOMAN CARPET - 6'9" x 8'8" - Caucasian carpet with six rows of main carpet guls and five
rows of hooked diamond medallions in black , ivory and burgundy on ruby red field, very wide ruby
red diamond medallion border, very good condition.

1200.00

423
CHINESE JADE SCULPTURE - 19th century Chinese White Jade Carving of Resting Horse with
Monkey on back, 2" (5.1 cm) x 1 3/8" (3.5 cm) x 5/8" (1.6 cm) jade only, includes custom wooden
stand.

750.00

424 CHINESE JADE FIGURINE - 18th c carved celadon jade dragon turtle form figure, 1" (2.5 cm) high, 1
3/4" (4.5 cm) long, fine condition. 600.00

425
QUEEN ANNE DROP LEAF TABLE - English Queen Anne Solid Mahogany Drop Leaf Table with
half-round leaves, simple tapered leg ending in pad foot, 28 1/4" tall, 16" x 46", 17 1/2" leaves (opens
up to full round), very good condition, a few small ink stains on

425.00
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426 CHINESE GILT BRONZE BRACELET - Qing Dynasty High Relief Gilt Bronze Bracelet depicting
village life in a series of vignettes, 3" (7.6 cm) x 2 1/2" (6.4 cm), 3/4" (1.9 cm) wide, losses to gilding. 2900.00

428 CHINESE BOWL - Chinese round robin's egg blue glaze footed pottery bowl, 3 5/8" (9.2 cm) high, 7
1/4" (18.4 cm) diam, fine condition. 900.00

431
(3 PC) CHINESE AGATE TEA SET - 19th c Three Piece Carved Agate Stone Tea Set, consisting of
pot with lid and two cups, all with finely ribbed sides, elephant head handles having trapped rings, with
C.S. Kwong Collection label, in a fitted box with label,

2750.00

432
(12 PCS) 19TH C CHINESE EXPORT PORCELAIN - Including: Famille Rose Punch Bowl, 4 3/4"
(12.1 cm) deep, 11 1/4" (28.6 cm) diam; Charger in French Style, blue and gold edge with 'L'
cartouche, 9 1/2" (24.1 cm) x 12" (30.5 cm); (2) Plates with fine borders in

425.00

433 CHINESE JADE FIGURINE - Carved white jade with amber accents of kylin with lotus, 7/8" (2.2 cm)
high, 2" (5.1 cm) wide, good condition but worn. 200.00

434
(3) CHINESE JADE CARVINGS - Three 19th c Celadon Jade Carvings in Floral Forms, one on
custom wooden stand, ranging in size from 1 5/8" (4.1 cm) to 2 7/8" (7.3 cm) (jade only), fine
condition.

1400.00

435
(2) CHINESE BAMBOO STANDS - Two Bamboo Stands with deep latticework skirts, the larger of
the two with a centered luck symbol is 33 1/4" (84.4 cm) tall, 37" (93.9 cm) x 18 1/2" (47.0 cm), burns
to top, the smaller is 31" (78.7 cm) tall, 12 3/4" (32.4 cm)

400.00

436 CHINESE BALUSTER VASE - 18th c Chinese Blue and White Decorated Baluster Vase with widely
flared 'peacock tail' rim, 17 1/2" (44.4 cm) tall, 8 3/4" (22.2 cm) diam at top, drilled, one rim chip. 900.00

437
WHITE JADE FIGURE - Large Chinese Carved White Jade Figure of Seated Quan Yin, on custom
carved wooden stand, 20th c, she is depicted holding a scroll, 9 1/2" (24.1 cm) x 6" (15.2 cm) x 3" (7.6
cm) jade only, 1 3/4" (4.5 cm) x 9" (22.9 cm) x 5 1/2" (14.0

3250.00

439
CHINESE COVERED POT - Qing Dynasty Dao Guang Covered Rice Pot with metal handles and ring
top, decorated with family in garden scenes, painted over lightly ribbed sides, 7" tall, 7 1/2" diam, fine
condition.

150.00

440
CHINESE ALTAR TABLE - Chinese Altar or Scroll Writing Table in teak, having pole legs with
shaped bracket skirt, two mortised stretchers on each end, overhanging top with lobed ends, 33 1/2"
(85.0 cm) to surface, 34 3/4" (88.2 cm) tall overall, 60 3/4" (1

1500.00

442
CHINESE JADE COVERED JAR - Chinese White Jade Covered Jar in six sided form with reticulated
handles, domed lid with knop, flared hollow foot, overall relief carved decoration of ferns, 8 5/8"
(21.9 cm) tall, 3 3/8" (8.6 cm) x 2 3/8" (6.0 cm), fine condit

2500.00

443
CHINESE PORCELAIN BOWL - Qianlong Period Imperial Yellow Bowl decorated with green
writhing dragon and flaming pearls inside and out, with bended edge, with mark on underside, 7 1/4"
(18.4 cm) x 1 1/4" (3.2 cm), fine condition.

7500.00

444
18TH C CHINESE SHADOU POT - Porcelain Shadou Type Vase in Famille Verte decoration of a
rosebush, with bulbous body, exaggerated flared rim, 4" (10.2 cm) tall, 5 1/2" (14.0 cm) diam, fine
condition.

2000.00

446
CHINESE JADE CENSER - Chinese White Jade Covered Censer in ovoid form with thee feet, having
archaic style relief decoration, reticulated Phoenix handles, leaf decorated domed top with hollow oval
knop, 5" (12.7 cm) tall, 5 1/4" (13.3 cm) x 2 1/2" (6.4 cm

13000.00

448
CHINESE PORCELAIN VASE - Daoguang (1821-1850) Bottle Form Vase with luck symbol flange
handles, decorated with flowering bush, with mark on underside, 11 1/4" (28.6 cm) tall, 6 1/4" (15.9
cm) diam, fine condition.

5500.00

449
PAIR CHINESE BALUSTER JARS - Pair 19th c Chinese Export Baluster Jars with later lids, the jars
having marks for Qing Dynasty, Kangxi Period, but probably Tongzhi Period (1862-1873), for western
market, decorated with two cartouches of scholars in gardens

1100.00

450
CHINESE LACQUERED CABINET - 19th c Chinese Lacquered Robe Cabinet, in gold, red and black
lacquer, decorated with grand overall view of court scene, with children and birds on sides and interior
of doors, converted to AV cabinet, 76" (192.9 cm) tall, 44"

500.00
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453
(4) CHINESE JADE MINATURE URNS & FOOTED DISH - Four Miniature Jade Covered Urns,
ranging in size from 3 7/8" (9.9 cm) to 1 1/4" (3.2 cm) tall, all with custom stands, good condition;
PLUS Small Dish with gilt brass fittings, carnelian feet and center disc

3000.00

454
(6) CHINESE BRONZE MIRRORS - Lot of (6) early small round bronze Chinese mirrors, 2 1/2" (6.4
cm), 2" (5.1 cm) 4" (10.2 cm), 4 1/2" (11.4 cm) and 6 1/4" (15.9 cm) diam, one has a section missing,
one is in two pieces. Fine old surface and patina, some hea

500.00

458
(2) CHINESE JADE FIGURINES - 19th c carved white jade turtle/demon form figure, 1/2" (1.3 cm)
high, 2" (5.1 cm) long. Together with a celadon jade kylin figure, 1 1/4" (3.2 cm) high, 2 1/4" (5.7 cm)
wide. Both good condition.

500.00

459
CHINESE POTTERY VASE - Guangxu (1875-1908) Red Oxide and Gilt Decorated Bottle Vase with
overall pattern of bats and clouds, gilt banding and rank of vines with luck characters interspersed, with
mark on underside, 15 1/2" (39.3 cm) tall, 8 1/2" (21.6 cm)

4500.00

462
CHINESE WOODEN BRUSH POT - 19th c Chinese Zitan Wood Brush Pot in cylindrical form with
shallow bracketed feet, beaded edge top and bottom, removable plug in base, 5 5/8" (14.3 cm) tall, 4
5/8" (11.8 cm) diam, fine condition.

2900.00

463
CHINESE BRONZE CENSER - Round Three-Footed Chinese Bronze Censer with two handles,
marked on underside, 2 3/4" (7.0 cm) tall, 4 1/2" (11.4 cm) diam, very good condition, interior
encrusted.

1300.00

465
CHINESE ROSEWOOD SCREEN - Low Chinese Footed Screen in reticulated rosewood with plate
glass backing, the overall pattern of flowering trees with interspersed clouds, two luck symbols in rank
at top, shaped lower bracket, 38 3/4" (98.4 cm) tall, 35 1/2' (

800.00

467
EARLY CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING - 19th c or Earlier Chinese Scroll Painting of a Cat Seated in
Front of Flowers, with signature, captions, multiple chops of owners, set into later brocade scroll, the
image is 33" (83.8 cm) x 16 3/4" (42.5 cm), two inscripti

3000.00

469
CHINESE SOAPSTONE BRUSHPOT - Early Chinese Brushpot in variegated soapstone ranging from
pale green to burnt ochre, with deep relief carving of country travelers crossing a bridge in a wild
landscape, pagoda in distance, the details rubbed with ink to hig

3000.00

471
CHINESE CARVED BAMBOO BRUSH POT - Qing Dynasty Brush Pot carved from one segment of
large bamboo, creating natural foot and rim, the surface worked to raise an extensive inscription with
three seals, 5 3/8" (13.7 cm) tall, 4 5/8" (11.8 cm) diam, fine cond

700.00

473
CHINESE PORCELAIN VASE - Xuantong (1909-1912) Porcelain Bottle Vase with blue and white
decoration depicting a bamboo garden with geometric designs on neck and foot, marked on underside,
flared rim, 11 3/8" (28.9 cm) tall, 7" (17.8 cm) diam, fine conditio

2500.00

474 CHINESE POTTERY VASE - K'ang Hsi Period Bottle Shaped Vase in tea dust glaze inside and out,
marked on underside, with tall foot, 13 1/2" (34.3 cm) tall, 9" (22.9 cm) diam, fine condition. 5250.00

475
YELLOW SANCAI GLAZED CHINESE BOWL - Spherical Chinese Porcelain Bowl in yellow Sancai
glaze, with fine incised decoration of flowers, surmounted by opposing dragon and bat in green and
brown, squaring off over the wide mouth that reveals an aqua interior,

300.00

476
CHINESE EXPORT CHESS SET - Chinese Export Chess Set in brown, gold and silver lacquer, with
blue velvet fitted interior housing the pieces, (missing one pawn), with images of men in gardens around
edges and in dark squares, 4" (10.2 cm) x 14 3/4" (37.4 cm

450.00

477
PAIR CHINESE PORCELAIN BOWLS - Pair Small Guangxu (1875-1909) Bowls in Imperial Yellow
glaze, having shallow foot, with incised decoration of dragons, marked on underside, 2 3/8" (6.0 cm)
tall, 4 1/4" (10.8 cm) diam, fine condition.

1000.00

478 CHINESE PORCELAIN SCULPTURE - 19th c Scholar's Mountain in aqua blue glaze over white clay,
5 5/8" (14.3 cm) tall, 4 3/4" (12.1 cm) x 3" (7.6 cm), fine condition. 850.00

479 PENDANT - 19th c. carved white jade pendant in floral pattern on old silk cord, 2" high, 1" wide, 1/4"
thick, very good condition. 3600.00

480
(2) STONE CHINESE LIBATION CUPS - Two 19th c Chinese Libation Cups in freestyle leaf form,
one in smoky quartz crystal, 1 1/4" (3.2 cm) deep, 3 3/4" (9.5 cm) x 2 3/4" (7.0 cm); the other in
Spinach Jade, 3/4" (1.9 cm) deep, 4" (10.2 cm) x 2 3/4" (7.0 cm),

1600.00
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481
FRAMED CHINESE PLAQUE - Large Framed Chinese Porcelain Plaque, in blue and white
decoration, depicting a traveler on horseback with servant on foot, meeting a woman and her attendant
on a bridge, in gold molded frame, SS: 10" x 15", OS: 12" x 17", fine co

425.00

482 CHINESE JADE INKSTONE - 18th century Miniature Chinese White Jade Inkstone with Rabbit at top,
2 1/2" (6.4 cm) x 1 3/4" (4.5 cm), fine condition. 500.00

484 CHINESE BRUSH WASHER - Peach Blossom Brush Washer with Kangxi mark, 1 5/8" (4.1 cm) deep,
3 3/4" (9.5 cm) diam, fine condition. 400.00

486
CHINESE WATER POT - Yuan Dynasty Celadon Water Pot in teapot form with bamboo pattern, 2 5/8"
(6.7 cm) tall, 4 3/8" (11.1 cm) handle to spout, hairline to handle, overall craquelere, bottom rim rough
with old chips and production flaws.

750.00

487 CHINESE PORCELAIN DISH - Iron Red decorated Dish, Yongzheng mark on base, probably period, 1
1/4" (3.2 cm) deep, 6" (15.2 cm) diam, fine condition. 13000.00

488
(4) CHINESE INKSTONES - Four Small Chinese Inkstones in fitted wooden cases, two in red stone,
one with child carrying water is 3" (7.6 cm) x 1 3/4" (4.5 cm) x 1/4" (.6 cm), the other with scholar's
tools and quatrefoil recess is 3 7/8" (9.9 cm) x 2 1/4"

2600.00

489
CHINESE PORCELAIN VASE - Tung Chi (1862-1874) Bottle Form Bud Vase with squared shoulder
and small flared neck, overall scraffito decoration of clouds on cranberry field, crane in flight over
woman with deer, marked on underside, 8" (20.3 cm) tall, 4 1/2"

3000.00

491
PAIR CHINESE PORCELAIN BOWLS - Pair Chinese Fine Porcelain Rice Bowls decorated with four
vignettes of scholars tools and luck symbols, geometric borders over white field, Dao Guang mark, 2
1/4" deep, 4 1/4" diam, fine condition.

1700.00

492 CHINESE WASTE CUP - Celadon Waste Cup in squatty ovoid form with shallow foot, Qianlong mark,
2 1/8" (5.4 cm) tall, 3 1/8" (8.0 cm) diam, fine condition. 5500.00

493 CHINESE PORCELAIN BOWL - 19th c Chinese Enameled Porcelain Bowl in blue scraffito with four
landscape roundels, Dao Guang mark, 3 1/4" (8.3 cm) deep, 7 1/8" (18.1 cm) diam, fine condition. 1000.00

495
CHINESE RED DRAGON BOWL - 18th c Rice Bowl decorated with a red dragon in the bottom of the
interior, two red dragons and flaming pearls on outside, blue and gilt borders, Dao Guang mark, 2 1/4"
(5.7 cm) deep, 5 1/2" (14.0) diam, fine condition, original

350.00

496
PAIR CHINESE PORCELAIN VASES - Pair Chinese Fine Porcelain Vases in square section with
tapered neck and bulbous lip, cylindrical foot, in Imperial yellow ground with lilac trees in black and
white, birds, geometric borders, bat luck symbols on top should

400.00

497
CHINESE POTTERY VASE - Famille Rose Bottle Jar with overall floral, vine and bat decoration on
an aqua ground, blue keyed foot, gilt flared rim, Qianlong mark on underside, 20th c., 13 1/4" (33.6 cm)
tall, 7 3/4" (19.7 cm) diam, fine condition.

950.00

498
EARLY CHINESE BLUE & WHITE JAR - Late 17th-Early 18th c Baluster Jar with blue & white
decoration of a Kylin and Phoenix, palm trees, with russet rim, 11 1/2" (29.2 cm) tall, 9 1/4" (23.5 cm)
diam, fine condition.

4000.00

500 CHINESE PORCELAIN BOWL - Yellow and Green Dragon Bowl with Qianlong mark on base, Qing
dynasty, probably 19th c, 2 1/8" (5.4 cm) deep, 4" (10.2 cm) diam, fine condition. 1400.00

501 ERSARI CARPET - 7'2" x 9'5" - Three rows of octagonal medallions in black on red field, red
diamond medallion border, fair condition, one small old repair. 750.00

502
CHINESE PORCELAIN DEEP BOWL - Guangxu (1875-1908) Deep Bowl in Imperial Yellow with
red oxide and gilt figures of bats and good fortune characters, marked on underside, gilt edges, 3 1/2"
(8.9 cm) deep, 7 3/4" (19.7 cm) diam, fine condition.

1600.00

507
CHINESE POTTERY BRUSH WASHER & CENSER - Guan Yao foliate Brush Washer, Qianlong
mark on base, probably period, five stilt marks left from firing process, 1 1/8" (2.9 cm) deep, 4 5/8"
(11.8 cm) diam, fine condition; PLUS Guan Yao Censer, Kuang Xu mark in u

4500.00

509 CHINESE JADE BELT HOOK - Chinese Jade Belt Hook in the form of a dragon, made from pale
green variegated jade, 4 3/4" (12.1 cm) long, very good condition. 950.00
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511
(4) HOOKED RUGS - Four Vintage Floral Hooked Rugs, including: green field with roses, 33" x 77";
wine field with roses, 28 1/2" x 68"; tan oval field in brown frame with roses and leaves (one large
patched area), 37" x 63 1/2"; tan field with roses, blue

1000.00

512
PAIR CHINESE PORCELAIN CUPS - Pair Tongxhi (1862-1874) Imperial Yellow Cups decorated
with signs of good fortune, gilt edged, plums in bottom of interior, '184981' marked on underside, 2 5/8"
(6.7 cm) tall, 3 5/8" (9.2 cm) diam, fine condition.

1800.00

513
CHINESE POTTERY WATER BOWL - Dao Guang Lime Green Water Bowl in squatty ovoid form
with raised net pattern, having small opening, signed 'Wang-Bin-Roag-Chih' with impressed mark, 3
5/8" (9.2 cm) diam, 1 7/8" (4.8 cm) deep, fine condition.

600.00

514
CHINESE POTTERY FIGURAL EWER - Ming Dynasty Pottery Rooster Form Ewer in deep green
glaze, with brown highlighting to head and tail, 4 3/4" (12.1 cm) tall, 5 1/2" (14.0 cm) beak to tail, fine
condition.

375.00

515
CORNER CHAIR - Custom Chippendale Style Corner Chair in mahogany with fruit decorated
petit-point seat, having deep-kneed ball and claw cariole legs, with single front to back stretcher,
shaped skirt, ring and urn turned posts and pierced splats supportin

400.00

516
CHINESE WOODEN BOWL & CASH COINS - Chinese Carved Wooden Bowl with inscription on
base, 2 1/2" (6.4 cm) deep, 4" (10.2 cm) diam, PLUS Two Bronze Cash Coins in custom case, 2 1/4"
(5.7 cm) diam, 3/16" (.5 cm) thick each, 3 1/8" (8.0 cm) x 5 7/8" (14.9 cm)

350.00

519
CHINESE PORCELAIN BOWL - Daoguang (1821-1850) Deep Bowl decorated with red and green
dragons in landscapes, with flaming pearls, scholars tools, marked on underside, 3" (7.6 cm) deep, 6"
(15.2 cm) diam, fine condition.

13000.00

524
CHINESE PORCELAIN VASE - Ming Style Handled Flask Bud Vase, with Hongxian mark on
underside, decorated with pair of cranes in mountain landscape, wine colored geometric borders, 5
7/8" (14.9 cm) tall, 5 1/2" (14.0 cm) wide, fine condition.

800.00

525
SCRUB PINE COFFEE TABLE - Coffee Table made up from a cut-down early 19th c two-drawer pine
work table with iron strap reinforcement, remnants of dumpcart blue paint on edge of lid, barrow red on
frame, overhanging three-plank top, 36" x 59", 19" tall, ex

150.00

526
PAIR CHINESE PORCELAIN BOWLS - Pair Xuantong (1909-1912) Porcelain Rice Bowls decorated
with three flower blossoms and scholar stone, marked on underside of narrow foot, 2 5/8" (6.7 cm) tall,
5 3/4" (14.6 cm) diam, fine condition.

4250.00

527
(10 PCS) CHINESE PORCELAIN - 19th c Chinese Porcelain including five plates and five matching
bowls, in shallow scalloped form, decorated with Confucius and Immortals in garden, with Kuang-Hsu
mark (1875-1908), 1 1/2" x 7" diam plates, 2 1/2" x 5" diam bo

100.00

529
CHINESE TEMPLE PLAQUE - High Relief Reticulated Carved and Gilt Wood Chinese Temple
Plaque, the gilding over lacquered ground, depicting a 'steeplechase' horse race over railings of pagoda
housing musicians, pagodas at each end with trees between, 9" (22.

350.00

531 CHINESE PORCELAIN DISH - Chinese Blue & White Dish with Three Scholars, Wan Li mark,
probably period, 1 1/8" (2.9 cm) deep, 5 3/8" (13.7 cm) diam, fine condition. 800.00

532 CHINESE PORCELAIN INKWELL - Chinese porcelain blue and white curved shape porcelain
inkwell, 1 1/8" (2.9 cm) high, 3 1/8" (8.0 cm) long, good condition. 100.00

533 CHINESE INK BOTTLE - Chinese pottery ink bottle with blue glaze leaf decoration and celadon glaze,
3" (7.6 cm) high, 3" (7.6 cm) diam, small rim flake. 125.00

534
CHINESE FAN PAINTING - Late 19th c Chinese Landscape Painting on Paper Hand Fan Cover, now
framed, depicting a small village tucked into a steep hillside, signed, captioned, with two chops, in
black frame, laid to silk, SS: 10 1/2" (26.7 cm) x 22" (55.8 c

800.00

535
ENGLISH CORNER WASHSTAND - Hepplewhite Period Corner Washstand in mahogany with swept
front legs supporting shaped lower stretcher, intermediate shelf cabinet housing single drawer on
curved front with faux drawers on each side, pressed brass hardware, to

350.00

536 MING URN - Small pottery Ming two-handle urn with blue/green glaze, 2 3/4 (7.0 cm) high, 2 1/2" (6.4
cm) diam, chips around base. 100.00
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538
CHINESE PORCELAIN VASE - Robin's Egg Blue Vase, Pear Form with slits on tall ribbed foot, with
incised Qianlong mark, Qing dynasty, 8 3/8" (21.3 cm) tall, 4 1/2" (11.4 cm) diam at waist, fine
condition.

1200.00

540
PAINTED TRUNK - Mid 19th c Pennsylvania Dutch Painted Trunk, in chromium yellow, with roped
border containing colloquial scenes of courtship, farming, hunting, etc., with 1920s wallpaper remnants
on the unfinished interior, lockset (no key), 14" tall x 30

200.00

541
CHINESE IVORY CARVING - 19th c Chinese Ivory Carving of Standing Quan Yin holding a bottle,
with inked details, with carved wooden lotus plinth, 6 1/2" (16.5 cm) tall figure, 1 1/8" (2.9 cm) tall
plinth, very good condition, back yellowed.

400.00

542
CHINESE PORCELAIN WATER POT - Porcelain Waterpot in domed form with small flared mouth,
three incised spinning dragons medallions, Dao Guang mark on underside, 5" (12.7 cm) diam, 3 1/4"
(8.3 cm) tall, crack to underside.

5250.00

544
PAIR CHINESE PORCELAIN BOWLS - Pair Guangxu (1875-1908) Shallow Bowls decorated with
ducks and water lilies, with blue tabbed border, blue bats on exterior, marked on underside, 1 3/4" (4.5
cm) deep, 7 1/2' (19.0 cm) diam, large chip to edge of one.

800.00

545
PAINT DECORATED CHEST - Three Drawer Paint Decorated Chest in black with gold pinstriping,
dense swagged vines, brass drop-bail pulls, set on tapered square legs with overhanging top, 34 1/2"
tall, 43" x 20 1/2", Niermann Weeks label verso.

500.00

546
CHINESE CLOISONNE PLANTER W/ JADE TREE - Late 19th c Chinese Cloisonne Footed Planter,
in aqua with floral design, Greek key rim, having repoussed brass panels of cherry trees and lilies, the
planter containing the original jade and coral tree on a realis

1600.00

547 CHINESE PORCELAIN WRIST REST - 19th c Famille Verte Wrist Rest with mountain landscape,
four character mark on reverse, 8" (20.3 cm) x 3" (7.6 cm), fine condition. 700.00

548 CHINESE PORCELAIN DISH - Wucai Dish, Qing dynasty, Yong Zheng mark on base, 1 1/4" (3.2 cm)
deep, 6 3/8" (16.2 cm) diam, fine condition. 4000.00

549
PAIR CHINESE PORCELAIN BOWLS - Pair Daoguang (1821-1850) Sauce Bowls decorated with
dragons, clouds and flaming pearls, marked on underside, 1 3/8" (3.5 cm) deep, 3 5/8" (9.2 cm) diam,
fine condition.

200.00

551
SHERATON PEMBROKE TABLE - Sheraton Pembroke Table in walnut with figural top, lobed corner
leaves, ring turned and leaf carved legs with brass caster cups, 28 1/4" tall, 38" x 24 1/2", 13" leaves,
very good condition.

350.00

552
LARGE CHINESE INKSTONE - Late 17th-Early 18th c Xuande Inkstone in green striated stone, with
archaic blade shape on front, recess on back, roughly 6 1/2" (16.5 cm) x 10" (25.4 cm) x 1 1/8" (2.9
cm), minor edge chips.

1400.00

553
CHINESE SNUFF BOTTLE - 19th c Chinese Grey Agate Snuff Bottle carved with Foo Lion heads on
each side, with fine figuring to the stone, nice optical illusion, 2 1/2" (6.4 cm) tall, excluding wooden
cap, lacks spoon, small hairline and reset chip to foot.

600.00

554
CHINESE SOAPSTONE FIGURE - Maoist Era Chinese Soapstone Figure of a Female Agricultural
Worker standing with crossed arms, holding a sickle and a sheaf of wheat, in green soapstone on red
plinth, 7 3/4" tall overall, fine condition.

250.00

556
CHINESE PORCELAIN FIGURE - Chinese Porcelain Figure of Seated Fasting Monk holding up gourd
of water to drink, signed on underside, 5 1/2' (14.0 cm) tall, 6" (15.2 cm) x 4" (10.2 cm), good
condition.

900.00

560
CHINESE CHIPPENDALE ARMCHAIR - Mahogany Framed Chinese Chippendale Armchair
upholstered in moss green leather with self-corded trim, fluted top back, open arms with carved foliate
front plates, upholstered armrests, shaped skirt, pierced and banded front

300.00

561
TOY TRUCK - Scarce 'Buddy L' Sand and Gravel Truck, ca 1927, in black painted steel with solid red
wheels, working steering, cab doors and four side sliding doors on bed intact, missing center divider in
bed, 11 1/2" tall, 26" long, 7 1/2" wide, surface c

1000.00

562
(5) COLD PAINTED BRONZE FIGURES - Five Miniature Austrian Cold Painted Bronze Figures
including: Two Cats in a Rowboat; Cat as Little Red Riding Hood; Three Black Children Riding a Pig
over a Fence; Turkish Boy Waving a Stick; Dog Chasing a Cat up a Lamp

1000.00
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563
AUSTRIAN BRONZE MINATURE - Cold Painted Austrian Bronze Miniature of an African Boy
Seated on an Elephant Tusk, he has both elbows on his knees, leaning forward to rest his cheeks on his
hands, his spear tucked in the crook of his arm, the tusk is real iv

600.00

564
(2) BRONZE CATS - Two Life-Sized Bronze Sculptures of Cats by Elizabeth Underwood, one
reclining, one sitting erect and alert, both unsigned, ca 1930s, patinated, 13 3/4" tall x 8" x 5 1/2" and
6" tall x 13" x 6 1/2", very good condition.

3200.00

565
CUSTOM GEORGE III VITRINE - Custom George II Style Low Vitrine in mahogany with glazed
hinged top and glazed sides, black velvet liner, the frame and legs having fretwork decoration, set on
spadefoot legs with brass casters, ca 1930s, 18" tall, 17 1/2" x

600.00

566 LARGE LALIQUE SCULPTURE - 'Deux Poissons' or 'Double Fish' by Lalique, signed on underside,
11" tall, 10 1/2" wide, 5 1/2" deep, fine condition, very heavy. 1000.00

568
MANAUS PORTUGAL SOLID BRASS DOUBLE BEAM BALANCE SCALE W/WEIGHTS - Fine
Double Beam Solid Brass Balance Scale with Bulls-Head Finial holding ring for front scale, which has
9 1/4" pans, rear scale has 4 1/2" pans, solid turned column supported by shaped ba

400.00

569
MEDAL - A rare 20K yellow gold Medal by Tiffany & Co, New York, Life Saving Benevolent
Association of New York, 29th March 1849, on reverse engraved 'Presented to L.F. McLain Master of
the Steamship "West Harcuvar", in recognition of his humanity and seam

3300.00

570
FRENCH CURIO CABINET - French Louis XV Style Gilt Bow Front Vitrine Curio Cabinet, ca 1900,
having cabriole legs, case with curved glass on three sides, single glass interior shelf, overall applied
decoration, molded top, 53" tall 25" x 14 1/2", with orig

400.00

571
STERLING CENTER BOWL - Whiting Sterling Silver Repoussed Center Bowl with deep relief
reticulated downswept grape vine and fruit border, four footed shell and scroll decorated base,
removable silverplate liner, 4 3/4" tall, 13 1/2" diam., 53.575 ozt (ster

1600.00

572 LADY'S WATCH - One 18K yellow gold Presidential date-just Rolex wristwatch # 69278 and
#8177228, with all original documents, wallet, and box. Like new condition. 5700.00

573
DOUBLE STUDENT LAMP - American Aesthetic Period (ca 1885) Double Student Oil Lamp,
converted to electric, with lovely milk glass oil font and conical shades painted with three cranes in
reeds and cattails over pink, with gilt pinstriping, the marble font

2200.00

574
FRENCH DRESSER CLOCK - Early 20th c French Sterling Silver And Guilloche Cased Dresser
Clock with integral easel, domed top, the face at top with handpainted courting scene in enamel on the
porcelain below, French hallmark on back, 4 7/8" tall, 3 1/4" wid

500.00

575
RARE WOOTEN STYLE LADIES DESK - Eastlake Cottage Style Mechanical Wooten Style Ladies
Desk, probably by Henry H. Wiggers of Cincinnati, in solid walnut, with diagonally beaded slant front
panels concealing cubbyhole cabinets that when opened automatically

1250.00

576
IMPORTANT COLLECTION HISTORICAL DOLLS - The Famous Doll 'Hitty', of Heather Redfield,
from Book 'Hitty, Her First Hundred Years', and all of her clothing, furnishings and detailed history in
photos and drawings, a well-known fixture of Marblehead, Mass in

2100.00

577
(2) TRUNKS VICTORIAN CLOTHING, MINOTT FAMILY - Two Trunks of Women's and Children's
Clothing, 1840s-1880s, belongings of Sarah Minott, wife of Charles V. Minott, whose shipyard in
Phippsburg, Maine built many famous coastal schooners during this period. I

500.00

579 (14) HERMES SILK SCARVES - Fourteen Hermes Silk Scarves, all with Equestrian theme, in original
boxes, many never worn, mint condition. 2900.00

580
FAUX BAMBOO DESK & BAMBOO CHAIR - Late 19th c Faux Bamboo Desk in turned boxwood
and pine panel, on bulky bamboo turned legs, the carcase containing two shallow drawers with faux
bamboo fascia, the upper cabinet with three drawers flanking each side of ap

2000.00

582
LOUIS VUITTON HAT & SHOE CASE - Ca 1910 Louis Vuitton Suitcase for Hats & Shoes, serial no
787921, with Saks & Co label inside, with lift-out tray and shoe pockets, typical LV pattern cloth
covering, leather trim, covered with vintage travel stickers from

2000.00

583
HANDEL LAMP - 1920s Vintage Handel Lamp, with satin domed pale green translucent shade
decorated with tiger lilies, marked on the fitter ring, set on the original patinated bronze plant-form base
with cloth label on underside, 20" tall, 14" diam, very goo

1200.00
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585
ROLL TOP DESK - Circa 1890 American Red Walnut Roll Top Desk with two pedestals containing
four drawers each (lower two on right have faux front, double-depth for files), recessed panels on
sides, leaf carved applied pulls, fancy integral carved handles o

500.00

587 EARRINGS - Vintage pair of 14K yellow gold post pendant form earrings, each set with (4) round
diamonds approx. 0.50 ct tw, 4.0 dwt, 1 1/4" long, fine condition. 700.00

589 GOUACHE - A Satyr Chasing Two Imps by Gustaf Adolf Tenggren (CA/NY/Sweden, 1896-1970),
signed lr, in faux grained mitered frame, glazed, SS: 12 1/2" x 9 1/2", OS: 20" x 17", fine condition. 5000.00

590
VICTORIAN MARBLETOP SIDEBOARD - American Eastlake Sideboard in solid mahogany, with
white marble top, two cabinet doors concealing a shelf, two shallow divided drawers above with drop
brass pulls, crotch mahogany veneer to all, with deep molding, matching

1000.00

593
VICTORIAN CANTERBURY - American Eastlake Canterbury in red walnut, consisting of four shelves
supported by gingerbread ends, with turned handle, turned spindle top rail, shallow drawer below, set
on brass casters with half-round turned casings, 22 3/4" ta

325.00

595
MARBLE-TOP VICTORIAN TABLE - Ornate Solid Mahogany Renaissance Revival Center Table
with white marble top having shaped corners matching the molded skirt, which is paneled with burl
mahogany veneer, portrait cartouches flanked by volutes are centered on

1250.00

596
MOORCROFT PITCHER - English Pewter Bound Ceramic Art Pitcher by Moorcroft, stamped on
underside, the pewter hand-hammered, providing the spout and upper collar, with sweeping handle
splitting to a wishbone end that joins a yoke around the waist of the cer

2500.00

597
BRONZE SCULPTURE - 'Retreat to the Sierra Madres' by Ralph Roybal (NM, 1955 - ), signed on
plinth and with title block on wooden mount, dated 1989, numbered 22/30, with painted detail,
depicting an Apache warrior on his horse, the bronze is roughly 16 1/2

900.00

598
CARVED WOODEN LETTER BOX - Victorian Carved Walnut Letter Box in the form of a wicker
suitcase with leather straps, with original key, opens to reveal interior lid in bottom with carved
fleurette around small bead knop, lilies carved in top hinged panel c

400.00

601
SERAB AREA RUG - 3'8" x 5'11" - Caucasian area rug with diamond lattice design in navy and slate
blue and rust-red on ivory and tan field, navy blue spandrels with similar designs, navy blue 'wine-
glass' border, old repairs on one end.

300.00

602
OOC - Bust Portrait of Georgiana May Stowe, daughter of Harriet Beecher Stowe, unsigned, with label
verso giving the details of her life, born 1843 in Cincinnati, died 1887 in Boston, daughter of Calvin
Ellis and Harriet Beecher Stowe, wife of Rev. Henry

8000.00

604
PAIR TERRA COTTA BLACKAMOORS - Pair of Polychrome Blackamoor Figures, Man and Woman,
19th c, both carrying amphorae urns, on integral landscape plinths, both roughly 28" tall, 9" diam at
base, some losses to paint.

2000.00

605
CABINET - American Quarter-Sawn Golden Oak Cabinet, Arts & Crafts period, set on sturdy legs with
metal plate foot, six ranks of five drawers with molded edge having rigid d-handles (four replaced),
overhanging top, inset panel sides, 53 1/4" tall, 61 1/2

800.00

606 BRONZE SCULPTURE - Pan Child by Edith Barretto Parsons (NY, 1978-1956), signed on integral
base and with foundry mark, 7" tall, 4 1/2" x 3 1/8" at base, fine condition, pleasant verdigris patina. 1300.00

607
PAIR CUSTOM TWO-TIER ENDTABLES - Pair 20th c Custom English Style Two-Tier End tables by
Old Colony Furniture Co of Greenville, SC (founded 1946), with their badge on the underside,
consisting of two graduated oblong shelves, the lower with a brass fence,

600.00

612
WILDLIFE SCULPTURE - Carved and Painted Wood Sculpture OF A Pair of Goldfinches by Leo and
Dee Osborne, signed on underside and dated 1908, depicted in super-realism, faux dandelion and grass,
the subjects life-size, roughly 10 1/4" tall, 8" diam overall,

200.00

613
VICTORIAN MUSIC STAND - Victorian Mahogany Music Stand with Chippendale style ball and claw
carved tripod base, acanthus leaf column, tapering to urn at top, the shaped tale with carved edge has a
lyre with laurel leaf surround, shaped ledge, top pivots,

450.00

614
OIL ON PAPER - 'The Last Stand' by Ronald Frontin (contemporary Maine), signed lr, depicting a
clammer stretching his back, in gold frame, matted and glazed, SS: 14" x 18", OS: 22" x 26", fine
condition.

1600.00
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615
(3 PC) WICKER SUITE & 3RD ARMCHAIR - Bar Harbor Style Vintage 1920s Wicker Three-Seat
Sofa with Two Matching Armchairs, all with upholstered cushions; PLUS a Third Similar but Earlier
Armchair in matching upholstery, the sofa has 18" tall seat, 26" arm, 3

950.00

616
WATERCOLOR - 'Noon Day, Nassau' by George Pearse Ennis (NY, 1884-1936), signed lower left,
with Carnegie Institute label verso giving title, indicating it was sold by the Institute to Mr JB Ellis of
Pittsburgh, depicting men lounging on their moored fishi

2250.00

617
(2) GILLEY BIRD CARVINGS - Two Painted Wood Bird Carvings by Wendell Gilley (1904-1983) of
Mount Desert Island, Maine, both signed on the bases 'Gilley', circa 1940s, including a pair of
Chickadees on a branch, roughly 6" x 9" x 3" overall, the birds are

700.00

618
BEJEWELED TORTOISE SHELL PAGE TURNER - 19th c Tortoise Shell Page Turner with gold
setting in the form of a Fleur-de-Lis, set with diamonds and blue cabochon gems, 11 5/8" long, 1 1/4"
wide, very good condition.

800.00

619
PRESENTATION CONDUCTOR'S BATON - English Sterling Fitted Ebony Presentation Conductor's
Baton, hallmarked for London, 1889, maker JHR, Rd No 43962, the end of the handle unscrews to
access a silver 'C' tuning fork, the baton plate is engraved 'Presented t

300.00

621
SET (14) DINING CHAIRS - Set Fourteen Baker Mahogany Dining Chairs in Chippendale Style,
consisting of two arms and twelve sides, in four different upholsteries, having carved ribbon and scroll
back, square legs with h-stretchers, slip seats, 21" tall sea

1400.00

622
CA 1930 BASEBALL COMMEMORATIVE - Circa 1930 Home-Made Baseball Commemorative
made up from earlier German and Japanese Candy Containers, consisting of four 10" composition
1890s standing figures of batters, in two different cloth uniforms, with wooden bats

3000.00

623
CARVED WALL CABINET - 19th c Continental Wall Cabinet in soft wood with blue painted interior,
having molded base, drawer with leaf carved face below cabinet doors with floral carvings, both with
lock and key, single shelf interior, carved cornice with sh

325.00

624
CASED LIQUOR TANTALUS - Mahogany and Beveled Glass Locking Case containing Gilt Brass
Tantalus holding four etched glass decanters and twelve small aperitif stemmed glasses in two sizes
(missing four), with original key, 11 1/2" tall, 14 1/2" x 11", good

475.00

625
VICTORIAN WALNUT DESK - Black Leather Top Victorian Gents Writing Desk with four drawer
pedestals and center shallow drawer, all with burled walnut panels fronts, molded panels on sides and
front, molded edge, leaf and rod form walnut pulls, oval walnut k

1000.00

628 LEATHER BULL - Abercrombie & Fitch Bull in stuffed leather, early 20th c, 17 1/2" tall, 27 1/2" long,
11" wide, some wear, missing tail. 900.00

629 LEATHER ELEPHANT - Figure of Standing Elephant in stuffed leather, by Abercrombie and Fitch,
early 20th c, made in England, 22" x 32" x 13", good condition, lacks tail. 1000.00

631
(6) LALIQUE & BACCARAT PAPERWIEGHTS - Five Signed Lalique & One Baccarat Paperweights,
including Rooster Head, 7" tall, 6 1/2" wide, 2 3/4" deep; Toad, 3" tall, 4 1/2" square; Fish, 4" tall, 6
1/2" long, 2 1/2" deep at base; Tortoise (in amber), 2 1/8" ta

800.00

632
BRACELET - Important Russian Faberge 18K yellow gold link bracelet with hammered surface and
gem set with (5) diamonds, (6) rubies, (2) emeralds, (5) blue sapphires, stamped on clasp 56 and
Faberge in circle, 37 dwt, 1" wide, 6 1/2" long, fine condition.

15000.00

633
EARCLIPS - Pair of Faberge round basket weave pattern Russian earclips in 18K yellow gold, each set
with (9) rose cut diamonds, and (12) rubies, marked 56, ES Faberge Workshop, 16.8 dwt, 1 1/8" diam,
light wear.

4500.00

635
PAIR WINGCHAIRS - Pair of Contemporary Wingchairs in Hepplewhite Style, mahogany frames with
green and white cotton upholstery, brass tacking, linen slipcovers, 22" tall seat, 27 1/2" arm, 45" back,
26 1/2" x 31", light stains to linen slipcovers, scuffs

850.00

638
BRACELET - One 18K yellow gold and diamond tennis bracelet, 7 1/4" long, set with 47 round
brilliant cut diamonds, total wt approx 2.50 ct, Clarity: SI1-SI2, Color: I-J, 6.9 dwt, Appraised value of
$5,500.00.

1500.00

639 EARRINGS - One pair of 18K white gold, blue sapphire and diamond hanging earrings. 3500.00
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640
ITALIAN INLAID GAMING TABLE - Late 20th c Marquetry Inlaid Italian Gaming Table by Dal
Negro, Treviso, the reversible lid with ornately decorated top having backgammon on reverse, which
removes to reveal a chess board that has a green felt underside, this

750.00

641 BROOCH - One 18K yellow gold, ruby and diamond plique-a-jour dragonfly form brooch, set with (8)
cabochon rubies,2 1/4" long, 2 3/4" wide. 5250.00

643
EARRINGS - One pair of 18K white gold earrings, classic cluster design, each set with a round
brilliant cut emerald in the center measuring approx 7.96 - 8.00 mm and weighing approx 1.90 ct, with
good rich green color, slightly included - eye clean. Surr

4500.00

644
LADY'S RING - One ladies hand made 14K white gold ring set with 15 straight cut baguettes, each
measuring approx 6.50 x 2.00 mm and weighing approx 0.30 - 0.36 ct, total diamond wt 4.50 - 5.00 ct,
Clarity: VS1, Color: F, 4.8 dwt. Appraised value of $11,5

4750.00

645
PAIR WINGCHAIRS - Pair of Custom Wingchairs in Queen Anne Style with crewelwork embroidered
upholstery, having deeply rolled arms and wings, simple leg with block and urn h-stretcher, 20" tall
seat, 25" arm, 47" back, 36" x 33", good condition.

2000.00

646
18TH C STERLING SILVER STIRRUP CUP - 1771 English Sterling Silver Stirrup Cup in the form of
a Fox's Head, hallmarked by Thomas Pitts of London, with gold washed interior, engraved on cartouche
underneath 'Success to the Tetcotts Hunt and to the death of

12000.00

647
COLLECTION (9) STIRRUP CUPS - Nine Early English Porcelain Stirrup Cups, including
Staffordshire Red Fox Head, 5 1/4"; Copeland Realistic Fox Head with 'Tallyho' gilt collar, 4 3/4";
Brown Stoneware Fox Head, 4"; Brown Fox with black tipped ears, repaired

3000.00

648
(51 PC ) GEORG JENSEN STERLING FLATWARE SET - Georg Jensen 1929 'Scroll' Pattern
Flatware Set in hand-hammered sterling silver, including: (9) Dinner Forks, 7"; (10) Dinner Knives, 9
3/4", (hollowfilled, stainless blades); (10) Soup Spoons, 6 1/4"; (10) B

4250.00

649
(6 PC) STERLING TEA & COFFEE SERVICE - Six Piece American Sterling Silver Tea and Coffee
Service in the Neo-Classical Style, ca 1900, marked 'Hodgson, Kennard & Co, Boston, 250' and
consisting of a hot water pot on stand with burner, a coffee pot and a te

3750.00

650
KIDNEY-SHAPED DESK - 1930s Vintage Kidney-Shaped Desk by Sligh Furniture of Holland,
Michigan, in mahogany veneer, with edge banding and urn inlaid panels, tooled and gilt leather writing
surface and brass hardware, two shelf open bookcase on face, high q

300.00

651
19TH C BELGIAN TAPESTRY - Hand Loomed Belgian Wall Tapestry depicting an Aristocratic
Courting Scene in thick woods, in the Aubusson style from pure wool, 61" x 84", with old brass rings
and rod at top, some edge losses and repairs, pictorial portion is f

1200.00

653
EDISON TABLETOP PHONOGRAPH - 1905 Edison Standard Phonograph Model C, serial No
508212, with original oak case, horn and crank, 11 1/2" tall, 13" x 9 1/2" case, 13 1/2" x 7" diam brass
ended tin horn (missing collar to join reproducer), includes eight cyl

400.00

654
CYLINDER PHONOGRAPH - Unmarked Cylinder Phonograph, ca 1905, based on the Edison Model C
2 minute player, but probably manufactured by a competitor, having no marking other than the serial no
7773 stamped on the top of the nickel plated base, in an oak c

750.00

655
DINING TABLE - Victorian Mahogany Dining Table (with two leaves), with stocky matching legs set
on brass cup casters, beaded edge deep skirt, molded edge overhanging top with rounded corners. The
table is 29 1/2" tall, 50" x 51", (2) 23 3/4" leaves, very

450.00

656
STOREFRONT PENNY SCALE - Ca 1905 Storefront Penny Scale with Walnut Case, mirrored front,
enameled iron and tiled base, made by the Columbia Weighing Machine 184651 Co of New York, 70
3/4" x 18" x 27" deep, good working condition, lacking backplate at top

375.00

657
EARLY MAINE-MADE TYPEWRITER - 'The World Type Writer' no 2, patented Oct 12, 1886, made
in Portland, Maine. Per the website 'All Things Maine': "The machine worked as simple as the other
index writers. The user would point at a letter with the swinging in

1050.00

658
STORE ADVERTISING CABINET - Diamond Dyes Advertising & Storage Cabinet for countertop use,
with embossed tin litho image of mother playing with children in park, boys in background tossing ball,
captioned 'It's Easy to Dye with Diamond Dyes', housed in a

300.00
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660
(8) MAHOGANY CHAIRS - Victorian Mahogany Chairs, two arm and six side chairs, having sturdy
turned legs, molded frames, thumb carved stiles, scrolled arms, and pillow tops, with wine velvet
upholstery. 19" seat, 26" arm, 34" back, 19" x 20" sides, 20" x 2

800.00

661
CURRIER & IVES AQUATINT LITHO SHIP PORTRAIT - Boston and Bangor Steamship Co. Steamer
'Penobscot', One of the Fleet Forming the line Between Boston, Bangor & Mt. Desert' by C.R. Parsons,
1883, printed in oil colors by Currier & Ives, in the original engra

3100.00

662
CHROMOLITHO SHIP PORTRAIT - Cunard Steamship 'Servia', depicted underway on open sea, a
sail/steam ship, the first steel-hulled Cunarder, the first ship to have electric lighting, this print
published by Major & Knapp in NYC, in oak frame with engraved co

800.00

663
CHROMOLITHO SHIP PORTRAIT - 'City of Bangor', of the Boston & Bangor Steam Ship Company,
depicted in high seas off a lighthouse, printed by Forbes of Boston, in oak panel frame, matted and
glazed, SS: 24" x 38", OS: 34 1/2" x 48 1/2", toned, otherwise fin

2000.00

664
TIN LITHO SHIP ADVERTISEMENT - Cunard Line RMS 'Aquitania' Underway, after A.F. Bishop,
depicting the massive four-stacker passing a relatively tiny steam and sail craft, in the original oak
panel frame branded 'Cunard Line' at bottom, SS: 28 1/2" x 38 1/

850.00

665
ARTS & CRAFTS LIBRARY TABLE - 1910s American Adirondack Arts & Crafts Oak Library Table
in walnut finish, with faux brown leather (oilcloth) covered top, 1" decorative brass tacked edge, the
tops of the legs penetrating the covering, simple skirt contains

200.00

666
TIN LITHO - Lithograph on tin of the Scandinavian-American Lines Ocean Liner Steamship Frederik
VIII, signed lower left 'F Worms' and lower right 'The Metalgraph Corporation New York'. It is large
and very colorful with true to life colors, in a self fram

750.00

671
(3) OCEAN LINER ADVERTISING POSTERS - (3) 1930s-50s Framed Ocean Liner Advertising
Posters including: Textured Chromolitho of United States Line 'Leviathan', SS: 18 3/4" x 28 1/2"; PLUS
Chromolitho Cunard Boston Service SS 'Franconia' with frame tag for '

200.00

679
PENDANT - One platinum pendant with chain, pendant is a round brilliant cut diamond measuring 6.80
x 3.78 mm, weighing 1.06 ct (approx by measurement formula), Clarity: VS1, Color: G, 2.5 dwt, chain:
18" long. Appraisal value of $15,500.00.

3700.00

680
(4) SIDECHAIRS - Set of Four Louis XIV Style Sidechairs, 20th c, in fruitwood stain, with printed
Aubusson style upholstery depicting rustic courting scenes, 20" tall seat, 35 1/2" back, 21" x 22", very
good condition.

400.00

681
LADY'S RING - One 18K white gold lady's ring set with one cushion cut natural blue sapphire
measuring 12.64 x 10.23 x 5.70 mm, weighing 7.08 ct (by measurement formula). Color is a deep
electric blue, eye clean clarity. Set on each side is a trapezoid sh

16000.00

685
ROUND SEAGRASS TABLE - Circa 1890s Round Woven Seagrass Table with lower platform having
braided wicker gallery, matching wicker braid to edge of overhanging top and skirt, six swept legs with
arched frames, crosses stretchers, 30 1/2' tall, 30 1/2" diam,

150.00

686
CASED RUSSIAN KOVSH - Late 19th-early 20th c Russian Enameled Kovsh in gilt silver, marked for
Moscow, 84 zlotnik, unknown makers mark of T.C in oblong, with lobed and floral decoration, finned
spout, housed in a fitted oak wood, silk lined case with gilt

5500.00

688
RUSSIAN ENAMEL STERLING BOX - Enameled Gold Washed 84 Silver Trinket Box, marked
Moscow, maker Grigory Sbetnayev, assayer Nikolai Nikolajevitch Koritsky, 1882; in casket form with
cathedral painted on flat top, drop handles on sides, 1 7/8" tall, 2 7/8" x

2500.00

689
BOXED RUSSIAN PERFUME BOTTLE - Faberge Cut Crystal & Gold Perfume Bottle, in flat round
form with swirl cut, fitted with yellow and rose gold neck, stopper and cap band, with pink guilloche
onion-domed lid, marked inside fitting by Henrik Immanuel Wigstro

8500.00

690
ITALIAN INLAID COFFEE TABLE - Fancy Marquetry Inlaid Coffee Table with map of the world
surrounded by allegorical figures of the continents, in pale woods, with deep side to top having molding
at bottom, ornately dolphin carved four legged platform base s

450.00

692
ITHACA CALENDAR WALL CLOCK - Centennial (1876) Perpetual Calendar Wall Clock made by
the Ithaca Clock Company, Ithaca, NY and from the offices of the Minot Shipyard in Phippsburg, Maine,
in an oak veneer case, with litho paper faces, blued steel hands, br

850.00
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693
GENT'S WATCH - A rare 18 size 14K rose gold hunter repeater case pocket watch by the American
Waltham Watch Co # 3793866, pat 1888, case marked Waltham 14K #261474, 2 1/4" diam, a fine
spider form hairline on dial between 10 and 11 numerals, running condi

4000.00

694
GENT'S WATCH - 14K yellow gold open face pocket watch, E Howard & Co Boston, movement
#929534, 17 jewel, Howard marked case 14K #116208, 2" diam, case monogrammed, with light wear
to case, light scratch on crystal, running condition.

650.00

695
FAUX LEATHER WINGCHAIR - Green Faux Leather Wingchair in Chippendale style, with ball and
claw legs having eagle head carved knees, h-stretcher, 18" high seat, 26" arm, 47" back, 30" x 32",
good condition.

425.00

696 OOC - Docked Trawlers at Dawn by Neal Hughes (contemporary Maine), signed lr, in gold molded
panel frame, SS: 29 1/2" x 31 1/2", OS: 36" x 38", fine condition. 1500.00

697
BRONZE STATUE - 'Judith' by Paul Aichele (German, 1859-1910), signed on base, also signed M.
Weiner on underside of plinth, mounted on red marble base, bronze is 25 1/2", 5" x 7" at base, 1" thick
marble (repaired), good condition, she is missing her swor

1700.00

699
(7) EUROPEAN PORCELAIN MILITARY FIGURINES - Including: Two Mounted Soldiers by
Scheibe-Alsbach, 'Life Guards 1815' & 'Dragoon 1894', 8 3/4" tall; Capodimonte Hussar & Cavalry
Officer, 9" tall (tip off flag on one); Limoges 'Marshal Ney', 9 1/4" tall; Sche

950.00

700
(3 PC) OFFICE SUITE - Three Piece Mahogany Office Suite from the offices of the Towmotor
Company of Cleveland, Ohio, including a Library Table having overhanging molded top, paneled skirt,
two concealed drawers on one side, tapered ribbed legs and h-stret

150.00

705
CUSTOM WINGCHAIR - Custom Chippendale Style Wingchair having ball and claw carved front legs
with shell carved knees, shaped back legs, medium scrolled arms, deep wings, scrolled top, down
cushion, 22" tall seat, 26" arm, 45 1/2" back, 33 1/2" x 33 1/2",

350.00

706 PAINTED WOODEN SCULPTURE - 'Owl' by Bernard Langlais (ME/NY, 1923-1977), signed with
stamp above wing, an assemblage in his unique style, 15" tall, 20" x 9", chips to feet. 1750.00

707
PAIR IMARI VASES - Outstanding Pair of Japanese Imari Porcelain Vases in baluster form with
paneled polychrome decoration and unusual raised gilt fish handles, mid 19th century, 12 3/4" tall, 6
1/2" diam at shoulder, fine condition.

1250.00

708
KUTANI FIGURINE - 19th c Kutani Kwan Yin, with Some Tsuke blue underglaze decoration,
Wakasugi or Juraku kiln, with inscribed mark on underside, 24" (61.0 cm) tall, 7" (17.8 cm) x 5 1/2"
(14.0 cm) at base, fine condition.

300.00

710
PAIR PAINTED SIDECHAIRS - Pair Aesthetic Style Sidechairs in cream paint with gold striping and
handpainted floral decoration, splayed back, cabriole leg, inset upholstered seat, 19 1/2" tall seat, 35
1/2" back, 17" x 17", some paint loss.

200.00

711
OIL ON MASO - 'Gloucester Fishing Schooner Grayling' by John A. English, (American, 1913 - ?),
signed lower left and dated 1980, titled verso, depicting the craft underway with full sail, in replica
gold gesso frame with linen liner, SS: 23 1/2" x 35 1/2"

2250.00

712
OIL ON MASO - 'Three-Masted Schooner Atlantic, Winner of the 1905 Kaiser's Cup Race' by John A.
English, (American, 1913 - ?), signed lower right, titled verso and with Newman Galleries label,
depicting the craft underway with full sail, in replica gold m

2250.00

713
SCULPTURE - Painted Wood Sculpture of a Standing Penguin by Charles A. Hart (Gloucester, MA,
1862-1960), unsigned, but in his distinctive style, ca 1930s, 19 1/4" tall, 9 1/2" x 9 1/2", good
condition.

1100.00

714
(3) BEJEWELLED CUT CRYSTAL VANITY BOTTLES & JAR - Vanity Set 19th c Cut Crystal and
Cabochon Set Gilt Brass Fitted Pair of Scent Bottles with Matching Powder Jar, in the Russian Style,
having applied wirework on the onion dome lids, cloisonne detailing to

150.00

715
VICTORIAN DESK EXTENSION - American Red Walnut Desk Extension in the Renaissance Revival
style, having deep skirt with overhanging molded top, rounded at the leading end, supported by a single
turned leg at that end with open brackets and tented foot, two

200.00

716 FISH CARVING - Carved and Painted Wood Fish Plaque of a Chain Pickerel by Lawrence Irvine
(Maine, 1918-1998), unsigned, mounted on varnished plywood, 26" x 9 1/2" overall, good condition. 700.00
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720
HANGING WALL SHELF - 19th c Maine Country Sheraton Hanging Wall Shelf in oyster paint with
teal blue pinstriping, the top with centered fleur-de-lis, the shelves set on slender turned columns, a
shallow drawer underhung having mushroom knobs, flanked by c

375.00

722
FISH CARVING - Carved and Painted Wood Steelhead Salmon mounted on State of Maine Profile by
Lawrence Irvine (Maine, 1918-1998), signed verso, the plywood plaque painted as birch bark with
pine tree & bough flanking fish, 34" x 21", fish is 20 3/4" long,

1200.00

723
BROOCH - Antique oval carved shell cameo bust portrait of a young woman with strand of pearls in an
exquisite 18K yellow gold handmade setting in a floral and ribbon pattern set with (4) pearls, has
folding pendant loop, 8.5 dwt, 2" high, 1 1/2" long, fin

275.00

724 LADY'S RING - Vintage 14K yellow gold ring set with an oval cabochon lavender star sapphire and a
square cut diamond on each side, size 7, minor wear. 625.00

725
HORSESHOE TABLE - Equestrian Themed Tea Table, ca 1905, with horseshoe shaped mahogany
base having modified Hepplewhite legs, serpentine stretcher, intermediate shelf and top supported by
many slender spindles, having a lift-off oak tray with painted faux

250.00

726
OIL ON MASO - Provencal Street Café by Jules Andre Smith (FL/CT, 1880-1954), signed 'Andre
Smith' lr, depicting the café with sun washed village and distant mountains, in gilt hand carved matched
corner Arts & Crafts frame, SS: 24" x 29", OS: 31" x 35", f

850.00

727
CASED SET (11) VIOLIN BOWS - Early 20th c Cased Set of Eleven Pernambuco Violin Bows, all by
Harry Fleisher, NY, nine are marked, ten have his silver and mother-of-pearl inlaid frogs, eight have
silver wire wraps, all are unstrung, lengths vary from 28" t

3000.00

728
GERMAN VIOLIN - 3/4 Size Student Violin made by Lowendall Star Works, Berlin, ca 1890s, a copy
of a Joseph Guarnerius 1710 model, with faux label inside, manufacturer's stamp on heel, with nicely
figured two-piece back, with bow in original wood case, 22"

350.00

730
SIDE CHAIRS - Pair of hand carved replica classical form side chairs, black lacquer with gilt
highlights, fine green upholstery with gold diamond pattern. 35" high, 21" wide, 20" deep, very good
condition.

475.00

731
FOLK ART TOBACCO CUTTER - Black Americana Themed 19th c Tobacco Cutter, the iron blade
having the silhouette of a kneeling slave on top, the handle in brass, bone and horn, the post in solid
turned brass, maple cutting surface applied to molded mahogany b

950.00

733
MECHANICAL HUMIDOR - English Rosewood and Engraved Brass Mechanical Cigar Humidor,
having two side doors with brass wire ring racks that open when the urn finial is twisted, which also
releases the match drawer below, solid brass ashtray at bottom, 14" ta

950.00

735
FINE CIGAR HUMIDOR - American Aesthetic Period Cigar Humidor in red walnut with gutta percha
panels depicting the hunt, the footed cabinet with black lacquered molding has a lock on the face (with
key), the front travels up with the lid to reveal four slo

1000.00

737
CIGAR HUMIDOR/MUSIC BOX - Desk Form Cigar Humidor in figured mahogany with ebony
molding, center arch, the top hinged to reveal side compartments with vertical racks for cigars, space
above arch for matches, sandpaper striker, 8 3/4" x 9 3/4" x 7", good c

1000.00

739
FRANCO PRUSSIAN WAR COMMEMORATIVE SMOKING STAND - Gold Painted Spelter
Smoking Stand depicting Kaiser Friedrich III of Prussia, victor of Sedan and the Siege of Paris,
standing between a smashed cannon and a mortar, backed by two basket gabion revetments

650.00

740
STERLING & TORTOISESHELL HUMIDOR - English Sterling Silver and Tortoiseshell Humidor
hallmarked Birmingham, 1928, H. Matthews, in simple Deco form with domed top, molded feet, 4 1/8"
tall, 9 5/8" x 6 3/8" at feet, crack to lid.

850.00

743 OOC - The Dory at Pemaquid Point Light by Neal Hughes (contemporary Maine), signed lower left, in
gold molded panel frame, SS: 17 1/2" x 23 1/2", OS: 26 1/2" x 32 1/2", fine condition. 1500.00

746
PAIR JAPANESE BRONZE VASES - Pair Japanese Meiji Period Bronze Vases in baluster form with
applied dragon handles, relief decoration of dragons in forest on belly, vase of flowers on neck, flared
and rolled rim, 14 1/8" (35.9 cm) tall, 6" (15.2 cm) diam a

1100.00

747
PAIR ARGAND LAMPS - Grand Pair of Classical From Bronze Argand Lamps, ca 1825, set on
substantial slate plinths with green marble appliqued panels, the font in the form of Roman ewers set
atop a cornucopia form arm supporting the original urn shaped fros

7500.00
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748
JAPANESE CLOISONNE VASE - Late Meiji Period Japanese Cloisonne Squatty Baluster Vase
decorated with three pair of birds in flowering branches over turquoise field, geometric band below,
two pair of kissing birds in band above, two dragons and phoenixes wr

1100.00

749
JAPANESE CONFUCIUS IN SHRINE - Carved Bamboo Figure of Seated Confucius Stroking Beard,
housed in softwood traveling shrine box with removable front panel, metal handle on top, figure is 6
1/2" (16.5 cm) tall, box is 7 1/2" (19.0 cm) x 5" (12.7 cm) x 5 1/

500.00

750 STEINWAY UPRIGHT PIANO - 1894-1895 Steinway & Sons Upright Piano, mahogany case, serial
number 80196. 62"L x 49 1/2" H x 27" D. Ivory in good condition, requires cleaning and servicing. 1300.00

751
PERSIAN AREA RUG - 4'11" x 6'8" - Three hooked octagonal medallions flanked by columns of
stylized flowerheads in slate and navy blue, ivory and red on empty rust-red field, ivory geometric
motif border, signed in field by maker, very good condition.

700.00

753
PAIR ENGLISH STERLING PLATES - Pair Sterling Silver Dinner plates with shaped gadrooned
border, engraved coat of arms with motto 'Video Meliora Proboque', double cartouche below with
crane's head holding fish and double-headed eagle rising from water, hal

2200.00

754
(50 PC) CASED STERLING SILVER FLATWARE - Set of Gorham Sterling Silver Flatware in the
Fairfax pattern, service for six, consisting of: (6) each dinner forks, salad forks, soup spoons, butter
knives & dinner knives (the last with stainless blades); PLUS (

1400.00

756
(4 PCS) TIFFANY STERLING SILVER - Four Tiffany Sterling Serving Pieces, including: Water
Pitcher in ovoid form with cylindrical neck, applied geometric bands, marked 3077-1927, 7 1/4" tall, 5
3/4" diam, excluding handle; PLUS Matching Creamer marked 4676-

1600.00

757
STERLING SILVER PUNCH BOWL - American Sterling Silver Punch Bowl, dated 1905, by
Handicraft Shop (of Boston, Mass., 1901 - ca 1946), having flared flat foot and banded rim with finely
chased decoration of floral geometry, 4 1/2" tall, 9 3/8" diam, 29.945

900.00

758
(11 PCS) JENSEN STERLING - Georg Jensen Sterling Silver, including: Pastry Server with interlaced
handle, 8"; PLUS (8) Demitasse Spoons with reticulated hoop blossom handles, 4 1/8" long; PLUS
Master Salt with scrolled foot, acorn, molded base, 1 3/4" tal

750.00

760 LADY'S WATCH - 18K gold Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date Just wristwatch in box with papers, serial
#9235452, very good condition, running, band and case show slight wear. 2400.00

761
REGULATOR - 19th c. Black Forest carved case wall regulator, double weight driven time & strike
with brass movement, marked 'Genessensch Germania, Freiburg/Schles #33690', blackened finish to
case and door with carved falcon heads, acanthus scrolls and fr

500.00

762 LADY'S WATCH - Ebel Beluga model stainless steel and diamond wristwatch #E9157428-20,
42520509, with mother-of-pearl dial set with (28) diamonds, 1 " diam, 6 1/2" long, fine condition. 800.00

763
SETH THOMAS DOUBLE DIAL WALL CLOCK - Seth Thomas Double Dial Wall Perpetual Calendar
8-Day Walnut Case Clock, patent Feb 15, 1876, model #7, 32" x 15 1/2" x 5", original finish, very good
condition.

1100.00

764
TIFFANY CARRIAGE CLOCK - Tiffany & Co New York Repeater Carriage Clock with gilt brass
case, beveled glass on all sides and on top, with porcelain ring faces, with the original key, 5 1/4" tall,
3 3/4" x 3 1/4", minor loss to gilding, still working.

750.00

765
GRANDFATHER CLOCK - Chimes Tall Clock by Herschede, with nine chimes that can be set to
Westminster, Canterbury or Whittington, reticulated gilt face with seconds bit, date and moon phase
wheel above with painted sailing ships, all housed in a walnut case

700.00

766
LADY'S WATCH - Vintage 18K gold 0 size open face Patek Philippe pendant form watch, sold by The
Cowell & Hubbard Co. Cleveland, Ohio, movement #90827, case #210658, 1" diam, fine running
condition, case monogrammed.

1700.00

767
WALL REGULATOR CLOCK - Mahogany Case Wall Regulator Shop Clock marked 'James Howden,
Edinburgh', with brass filigree hands, brass works, 17" diam face with painted surface, brass bezel,
with original lock and key, 50" tall, 21 3/4" wide, 7 1/2" deep, need

1300.00

768
FRENCH H&H CARRIAGE CLOCK - Black, Starr & Frost, New York Marked Repeater Carriage
Clock, in gilt brass case, with French works marked H&H, enameled face, beveled glass, original key,
5 1/2" tall, 3 3/4" x 3 1/4", minor wear to gilding, works well.

850.00
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769
FRENCH DECO MANTEL CLOCK - Marble and Enamel Mantel Clock by Just, the case marked 13
Jewels, 2 Adjustments, CH. Hour, France and with serial no 4266, the red marble case having an
enameled panel with gilt frame inset in base, the gilt face having a match

425.00

770
DESK CLOCK - Engraved Gilt Brass & Enamel Desk Clock set in Slate, marked 'Fabrique pour
Vacheron & Constantin, Geneve, No 917, 3551' and 'Allen R. Boyd, Washington, DC, 3-23-29', with
slanted surface, pen notch, beveled crystal. 2" H x 4 1/2" W x 5 1/2"

375.00

774
EARRINGS - One pair 14K white gold diamond stud earrings, each weighing approx 0.80 ct, total wt
approx 1.60 ct, Clarity: I1-I2, Color: J, settings are wire basket with heavy hand made friction
clutchbacks. Appraised value of $6,000.

3750.00

779 OOC - Three Kitten Siblings, initialed 'AMP' lower left, ca 1880, in grain painted mitered frame, SS: 5
3/8" x 8 3/8", OS: 7 7/8" x 10 7/8", very good condition. 450.00

780
REPLICA BRONZE SCULPTURE - 'Tachiani and Nedjebe, Arab Horses (l'Accolade)' after Pierre
Jules Mene (French, 1810-1879), depicting two horses 'nicking', set on green marble base, 19" tall, 27"
x 9 1/2", very good condition, very heavy.

400.00

782
MINTON MAJOLICA FLOOR VASE - Tall Minton Majolica Vase decorated with exotic birds and
flowers in relief, rams-head handles, polychrome on typical cobalt blue ground, unmarked, 22 3/8" tall,
10 1/4" wide at handles, fine condition.

1000.00

783
(7) EUROPEAN PORCELAIN FIGURINES - Including: 'Marguerite de Flandres', Madame du 15ieme
siecle' and 'Agnes Sorel' by Meissen, 8 1/2" to 10" tall; Capodimonte Roman Fisherwoman and
Aristocratic Woman, 7 3/4" tall; Staffordshire Musician in green ermine ed

1400.00

784
COLLECTION SHOE BUCKLES & BUTTONS - Collection 1900-1920 Costume Shoe Buckles and
Buttons, consisting of approx. thirty pair of buckles decorated with paste jewels or enamel, ranging in
size from 3/4" to 2 3/4", some asymmetrical, all in very good shape,

425.00

788
RARE AUDUBON BOOKS - Volumes II & III 'The Quadrupeds of North America', by John James
Audubon, F.R.S., and the Rev. John Bachman, D.D., LL.D., New York, published by V.G. Audubon,
1851 & 1854, original half leather binding, marbled boards, endpapers and

700.00

789
(3) CLOWN ADVERTISING PCS - Three 1881 Advertising Posters for 'The New Ravel Clown -
Humpty Dumpty' including an enormous (nearly 20 feet long) Broadside in six sections, 'The Rave New
Jas. R. Adams Clown, Humpty Dumpty', printed by Allen Print, Beverly,

400.00

791
(3 PCS) MONUMENTAL CUT GLASS - Brilliant Cut Glass Long-Stem Rose Vase and two matching
Candlesticks, the vase with dagged top, flared body, 12" tall, 9" diam, tiny flakes to rim; the
candlesticks in bell form with fluted cups, 10 3/8" tall, 5 1/2" diam a

600.00

792
(7) STEUBEN GLASS FIGURINES - Seven Steuben Glass Figurines, including: Large Elephant with
trunk raised to sky, 7 1/2" tall, 6" x 5 1/2" (with box); Seated Squirrel, 6 1/4" tall, 3" x 2 1/4", (with
box); Alert Beaver, 3" tall, 6" x 2 1/2", (with box); Wh

600.00

795
LADY'S RING - One hand made platinum lady's eternity style ring with 9 rubies and 9 emerald cut
diamonds. The diamonds measure approx 5 x 3 mm each (average) and weigh approx 0.30 - 0.35 ct
each, total wt approx 3.0 ct., Clarity: VS1, Color: I-J. The ru

7000.00

797
LADY'S WATCH - Cartier Art Deco platinum and diamond watch, ca 1920, signed Cartier. Swiss
movement by Bucherer. White enamel dial with black Arabic numeral indicators within an octagon
shape dial. Bezel and lugs set with four collet set old European-cu

2000.00

798
BROOCH - Platinum and diamond filigree pendant/brooch, ca. 1915. Hand fabricated and assembled.
Designed with a center old European cut diamond in an octagon bezel flanked by a total of eight old
European cut diamonds. Further set throughout with sixty

1300.00

801
FIGURAL HOOKED RUG - Two Boys Building Snowman by Blanche Mary 'Joy' Sweetall of Blue
Hill, Maine, initialed lr, signed on back and dated 1993, the background is a plank fence, the boys are
in 1910's outfits, 25" x 37 1/2", very slightly worn.

425.00

807
(2) OOC W/ SILKSCREEN - Marilyn Monroe by Louis Waldon, one signed verso and with stamp of
his name and 'Andy Warhol's Factory, Super Star Years, 1966-1969', unframed, unstretched, 16" x 16",
with tape around edges. Waldon starred in Warhol's movies 'Lone

500.00
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809
(11) ROYAL BAYREUTH LOBSTER & CABBAGE SERVING PIECES - Eleven Enameled Porcelain
Serving Pieces by Royal Bayreuth of Bavaria, including Large Bowl, 3 1/2" deep, 8 3/4" diam; Footed
Bowl, 3" deep, 7 3/4" diam; Small Soup Bowl, 2 3/4" deep, 5 1/2" x 3 3/4";

350.00

811
OOC - 'Black Duck' by Waldo Peirce (NY/ME, 1884-1970), initialed lr, signed and titled verso, 'Grace
Horne Gallery, 71 Newbury Street, Boston' in pencil on stretcher, in green painted gesso frame, SS: 16"
x 20", OS: 22" x 26", good condition. This paintin

650.00

813 COIN - Rare 1955 double strike Lincoln Head penny, choice condition. 2000.00

814 COIN - 1801 Draped Half Bust Heraldic Eagle, rare, minted only 30,289, lovely toning. 1700.00

815 COIN - 1827 Capped Half Bust, very choice, wonderful toning. 1300.00

817 COIN - 1878S Morgan dollar, very choice, P/L. 350.00

818 COIN - 1875 Liberty Seated quarter, lovely toning, choice. 750.00

820 COIN - 1826 Capped Bust Half, exquisite toning that evenly covers this choice piece. 700.00

822 COIN - 1901 Liberty Head 10 dollar gold coin, choice. 1400.00

823 COIN - 1904 Liberty Head 5 dollar gold coin, nice P/L, possible proof. 3000.00

824 COIN - 1903 Louisiana Purchase gold dollar, Commemorative Jefferson Head, choice. 700.00

825 COIN - 1927 Indian Head 2 1/2 dollar gold coin, choice. 1000.00

827 COIN SET - Complete set of Buffalo Regular Issue nickels, many are BU, key and semi, keys are
complete with many way above average condition. 1000.00

828 COIN - 1927 Standing Liberty gold coin, choice 1800.00

829
HUGE STAMP COLLECTION IN (7) BOXES - 25 Year Collection of First Day Covers and
Commemoratives, including many JFK, British Royal (Princess Diana), US Space, Soviet States, a
Stanley Gibbons Oriel Album, many FDC folios, and a concentration of Swedish iss

750.00

830
POSTAL INSPECTOR'S STAMP COLLECTION W/ J EDGAR HOOVER LETTER - Stamp
Collection of Postal Inspector Robert J. Hickey, 8th Ave & 33r d St NYC Station, including letters from
J. Edgar Hoover, 1961, on FBI letterhead, from Postmaster Generals John A. Grounas

650.00

831
OOC - Lone Figure on Beach, with 'RL' monogram on back, dated '85, (19th c) , possibly by Robert
Lungkwitz, California, an allegorical, with lone bird above and bone in sand, in gold molded frame, SS:
14" x 22", OS: 17 1/2" x 251/2", overall craquelere.

550.00

832
LARGE STAMP COLLECTION - One Owner Collection 1930s-1980s, consisting of 1933 Scott
Modern Album; (2 copies) 1940 Scott Modern Postage Stamp Album mostly US, UK, Germany, France,
colonials; PLUS Scott 1940 American Album, picked; PLUS Scott pages back-of-

750.00

834
NECKLACE & BRACELET SET - An 18K white gold matched necklace and bracelet set. Chevron
link design set with white and brown diamonds. All are round brilliant cuts. Necklace is set with 342
total diamonds, half and half white and brown, total wt. approx

7000.00

835
BROOCH - One hand made platinum antique Edwardian oval shape brooch set with a cushion shape
blue Ceylon sapphire in the center surrounded by round and brilliant cut diamonds. Sapphire measures
10.72 x 9.03 x 5.90 mm, weight approx. 5.49 ct. Color is a

7250.00

837
LADY'S RING - One lady's 18K white gold ring set with one pear shape natural aquamarine measuring
11.61 x 8.40 x 5.82 mm, weighing 2.95 ct (approx. by measurement formula), with nice deep even blue
color. Surrounding the aquamarine are 35 small round bri

1500.00

843
SILVER LOT - Austrian Oval 800 Silver Tray engraved with SPS monogram having crown, hallmarked
for Vienna, 1872-1922, maker AB, 12" x 7 7/8", 9.59 ozt, light scratches, one small dimple; Art
Nouveau Sterling Cream Pitcher by Wood & Hughes (NYC, 1845-1899)

400.00

844
PAIR DUTCH SILVER & CRYSTAL DECANTERS - Two Swirl Cut Crystal Decanters mounted with
Dutch Silver foot, neck and hinged lid, the repoussed decoration depicting cherubs, a dog and lovebirds
in garden settings, the foot having reticulated latticework, rose

750.00

845
COIN SILVER TEAPOT - American Coin Silver Teapot, ca 1810, marked 'W. Thomas', with rose
decorated bands, ivory insulators, monogrammed 'EH' on lid, 10 3/8" tall, 12 3/8" spout to handle, 5
3/4" wide, 30.075 ozt., good condition.

1100.00
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847
(2) ENGLISH STERLING SNUFF BOXES - Two English Sterling Silver Snuff Boxes, including:
Oblong Box by Charles Rawlings & William Summers, London, 1837, having plain top and underside,
finely chased sides, with applied scroll and shell thumbset, gilt interi

350.00

848
PAIR TIFFANY STERLING VASES & MERRILL BOWL - Pair of Vases in Reticulated Sterling
Silver with cobalt glass liners, 8" tall, 3" diam; PLUS Hand Hammered Four-Footed Bowl by Merrill
Shops of NYC with swing handle, cobalt glass liner, 3" tall, 4 1/2" diam,

700.00

849
ENGLISH STERLING LETTER BOX - Fine Quality Green Leather Letterbox with Repoussed and
Reticulated Silver Overlay on the curved front, featuring cherubs, flowers and scrollwork in profusion,
an asymmetrical cartouche at center that is engraved 'The Rev T a

850.00

853 WATCH - Philadelphia Watch Co, E. Paulus, 17 jewel, 16 size, 18K gold hunter case, K.W. and set
from the back, serial #2976, key wind, side mounted stem, key set, good condition. 1900.00

855
WATCH - Waltham 88 Special made by V.E. Lurchin W.H.S. 1898 (Pembroke, ME), 21 jewel, 16 size,
gold jewel caps and center wheel, diamond top jewel on balance, gold filled balance studs, engraved in
two color plate, multi-colored enamel dial, very good con

1350.00

856
(4) GOUACHES - Four Framed Gouaches from the Three Crowns Restaurant of NYC (12 East 54th St)
in the 1950s, including: 'Life in the Three Crowns, 1950', showing strikers out in blizzard while others
party inside, 16" x 20"; Group of Chefs in Suits gatheri

125.00

857
CRYSTAL REGULATOR TABLE CLOCK - French Time and Strike Eight-Day Regulator in oval
brass and beveled glass case, with floral painted ceramic face, mercury pendulum, 11" x 7 1/2" x 6
1/2", very good condition.

500.00

858
CARRIAGE CLOCK - Tiffany & Co French made Carriage Clock, with gilt frame and beveled glass,
white enamel dial with black markings, swing handle over oval window displaying platform
escapement, 8-day time & strike movement with coil gong. 6 1/2" H x 3 1/

600.00

859
WATCH - M.J. Tobias Liverpool, double time keeper, full jeweled, sweep hand, stop and start cycle,
escape, K.W., O.F. silver case, serial #98592, key wind, key set, good condition, inside cover hinge
detached.

375.00

860 WATCH - 14K gold open face case American Waltham Watch Co model 88, custom dial, Dr. A.J.
Frederick on dial instead of numerals, 15 jewel, 16 size, good condition. 900.00

862 MAINE MADE 19TH C SILK QUILT - Star Pattern Silk Quilt with particolor figures on a black field,
from the Minott Shipyard family of Phippsburg, Maine, 80" square, some wear, but quite clean. 300.00

863
(2) AFRICAN-AMERICAN NEEDLEPOINTS - Two 1930s Vintage African American Colloquial
Scenes, with what appears to be the same family in two scenes in front of and behind the same Southern
cabin, both initialed 'M.C.S.', in stick frames, under glass, 11 1/2"

500.00

865
FIGURAL HOOKED RUG - Couple in Sleigh by Blanche Mary 'Joy' Sweetall of Blue Hill, Maine,
initialed and dated '02 center left, signed and dated verso, depicting a couple in a one-horse sleigh
midway between two houses, a copse of bare trees screening a fu

425.00

866
OOB - 'Logging Road' by Merle James, (father of Betsy James Wyeth, Cushing, Maine), signed lower
right, titled verso, depicting an autumn field cut by ruts, ca 1960, in grey painted frame with cream liner,
SS: 19 1/2" x 28", OS: 28 1/2" x 37", fine condit

800.00

867
LADY'S RING - One 14K white gold ring set with pink tourmaline, small pink sapphires and white
diamonds, 10.31 ct pink tourmaline, 1.60 ct pink sapphires, channel set with 1.24 ct diamonds, 17
grams gold, size 9 1/4, fine condition.

1000.00

868
BRACELET - One 14K yellow gold diamond tennis bracelet channel set with 49 round brilliant cut
diamonds weighing approx 0.13 ct to 0.17 ct each, approx total wt 7.25 ct, Clarity: I1-I2, Color: I-J,
13.4 dwt, 1/8" wide, 7 1/2" long. Appraised value of $8,

2700.00

869 LADY'S RING - One 14K yellow gold, Burmese ruby and diamond ring, 6.78 ct oval Burma ruby
surrounded by 1.32 ct diamonds, 6 grams gold, size 9 1/2, large chip to crown angle. 1650.00

873
PAIR FRENCH NEO-CLASSICAL BRONZE URNS - French Bronze Neo-Classical Urns, circa 1820,
featuring dancing Satyr with Dryads, having a broad mitered square plinth, tapered body, long narrow
neck with amphorae style handles, 18" tall, 5 1/2" square at base,

600.00
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876
(2) KIRMSE ETCHINGS - 'Day Dreams' & 'Stung!', Two Whimsical Dog Etchings by Marguerite
Kirmse (CT/UK, 1885-1954), both pencil signed and titled, the second dated 1931 in plate, the first in
black stick frame, matted and glazed, SS: 8 1/2" x 9", OS: 15" x

1200.00

880
(2) RARE FOLIOS JAPANESE ART & DECORATION - 'The Art of Japan; Vol I, Pictorial Art & Vol
II, Applied Art' by Captain F. Brinkley of Tokyo Japan, Published by J.B. Millet Company, Boston,
Mass, USA; marked as volume VIII and Section Eleven on the decorate

300.00

883
JAPANESE NETSUKE - 19th c. Erotic Carved Horn Manju Netsuke depicting a Samurai gently flailing
a geisha, in the manner of erotic Japanese woodcuts, in round button form, with signature and poem on
back, 1 3/4" diam, good condition.

150.00

886 OOB - Owls Head, Maine by George M. Hathaway (ME/UK, 1852-1903), signed lr, in Victorian gilt
gesso frame, SS: 6" x 10", OS: 10 1/4" x 14 1/4", soiled, a few small flakes. 1100.00

887
SILVER COMMEMORATIVE MEDAL - Silver Medal commemorating Jean Baptiste Charcot
(1867-1936) and his Antarctic exploration ship 'Pourquoi Pas'. Obverse: Bust of the scientist Charcot
(right). Legend: 'J . B . CHARCOT'. Reverse: Starboard view of the barque a

200.00

889
(5) COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS - Including: Abraham Lincoln 'Broken Column', 1865, 'He is in
Glory and the Nation is in Tears', W.H. Key, silver, 50.6mm, King 247, Zabriske 13; PLUS
Tercentennial of the Settlement of Jamestown, 1607-1907, Landing of Expedition

600.00

893
(2) NAPOLEONIC MEDALS - Prise de Vienne et de Presbourg, MDCCCV, Napoleon, Emp et Roi,
Denon, Calle, bronze, 40mm; PLUS Le Couronnement a Paris, Le Senart et Le Peuple, XVXIII,
Napoleon Empereur, Denon, Andrieu, silvered bronze, 40mm (year 8), worn silver

100.00

900
LARGE POSTCARD COLLECTION - Lifetime Postcard Collection of World Travelers, mostly
between the wars, including over twelve-hundred European and about the same number American,
nearly all unused, mint, with a concentration on Italy, Germany, France and En

550.00

901
FIGURAL HOOKED RUG - Chicken with Chopping Block by Blanche Mary 'Joy' Sweetall of Blue
Hill, Maine, signed verso and dated 1988, with daffodils lower left, green leaf border, 31" x 34 1/4",
fine condition.

375.00

902
MEISSEN TEAPOT & CREAMER, SEVRES CRUET - 18th c Porcelain, including Meissen Teapot
and Covered Sugar Bowl with 1814-1824 mark, in fourteen-sided vase form with Greek head handles
and spout, having handpainted views of cottages, a village and a castle rui

400.00

906
OOC - 'Snowy Day, New York' by Sidney Miller Wiggins, (NY, 1881-1940), signed lower right and
with article and list from exhibition at Spooner-Thayer Museum, Kansas University, Lawrence, KS,
Nov-Dec, 1943; housed in silvered Marcoleo frame, SS: 15 1/2" x

400.00

907
RARE PICASSO FOLIO - 'Picasso Suite 347', Publisher: New York, Random House, 1970, two
hardbound volumes in the original linen-backed clamshell case,12 1/2" x 17 3/4" x 3 1/2", (22 p. , 347
plates). 347 engravings that Picasso executed at Mougins from Mar

1700.00

911 OOC - Rockport, Mass by Constance M. Kennefick (MA, 1923-2011), signed lower left, dated verso
1952, in gilt cove frame, SS: 19 1/2" x 23 1/2", OS: 26" x 30", fine condition. 300.00

919 BRACELET - One 14K white gold and diamond bracelet, 7" long. 900.00

921
OOB - Russian Dacha Framed by Poplars, in impasto and scraffito, unsigned but with exhibition label
verso in Cyrillic, in gold molded frame with beaded liner, SS: 7 3/4" x 11 1/2", OS: 15 1/4" x 18 3/4",
fine condition.

200.00

923 NECKLACE - Vintage strand of graduated pearls with white gold and diamond clasp, 3 to 8 1/2 mm,
20" long, very good condition, nice lustre. 300.00

924 (3) BRACELETS - Vintage sterling bracelets, one Georg Jensen D link #169 Denmark and two Hans
Hanson Denmark round bangle and heavy link bracelets, 7.80 ozt tw, 7 1/2" long, very good condition. 425.00

925
BROOCH - One hand made 18K yellow gold brooch ('Lambert Bros' stamped on back) with two
swirls, each set with a round brilliant cut diamond in center (old European cut). One measures 5.45
mm, and the other, 5.43 mm. Weight: 0.59 ct and 0.58 ct, total wt

900.00

927
PAIR ITALIAN POTTERY LAMPS - Two Italian Classical Urn Form Table Lamps in canary yellow
with black, white and brick marbling, the Greek handles with faces below, fruit swags from rings front
and back, set on black metal plinths, only one with the origina

500.00
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928
FRENCH BRONZE CHENET ANDIRONS - Pair of 19th c French Bronze Fireplace Chenet Andirons,
with molded base, urn on column surmounted by sphere, having a reticulated Baroque bracket, matching
spherical stops, 21" tall, 14 3.4: wide, 4" deep, good condition.

300.00

929
BRONZED WROUGHT IRON FLOOR LAMP - Modernist Bronzed Wrought Iron Floor Lamp by
Kenneth J. Lynch (NY, 1907-1989), consisting of a tapered square column set on four arched and
scrolled spatulate feet, wired for two side lights and one up light at top with m

400.00

930
PR ANDIRONS & TOOLS - Mid 20th c Brass Andirons and Fireplace Tool Set of shovel and poker in
stand, all with flame finials, the andirons having double gryphon bases supporting tapered Corinthian
column wrapped by a snake, 29 1/2" tall x 9" x 21" andirons

350.00

931 OOB - Maine Coastal Scene by Parker Gamage (ME, 1882-1960), signed lower right, in vintage gilt
Arts & Crafts frame, SS: 9" x 11 1/4", OS: 13 1/4" x 15 1/2", small spots in sky. 200.00

932
RUSSIAN ENAMEL SPOON - Large Russian Enamel Spoon in gilt silver, monogrammed 'GC' in
cartouche at top of handle, marked for Antip Kuzmichov (Moscow, 1856-1892), 88 zlotnik, 7 1/2" long,
2.305 ozt, good condition.

550.00

933
RUSSIAN SILVER TEA CADDY - 1758 Moscow Sterling Silver Tea Caddy with repoussed
decoration for the Turkish market, three ball feet, domed friction fit top with spherical knop, hallmarked
on underside, unknown assayer and maker, 4 3/4" tall, 3 1/4" diam, 5

1200.00

935
(2 PCS) STERLING SILVER - Including: Grape Leaf Form Footed Tray by Redlich, NY, model 8475,
with sweeping vine form handle that has two hooks to hold the gilt handled grape shears, 9" tall, 12
1/2" x 10 1/4", 23.460 ozt (excluding shears), good condition

800.00

936
WATERCOLOR - 'View Through the Trees' by Carl Gordon Cutler (MA, 1873-1945), signed lr, with
Gleason Galleries label verso giving title, in cream painted mitered frame, matted and glazed, SS: 16
3/4" x 24 1/2", OS: 29 1/2" x 37", fine condition.

425.00

937
SHELF CLOCK - Mahogany Cased Silas Hoadley, Plymouth, Conn, Franklin Clock, ca 1835, the case
richly carved with foliate half columns supporting cornice with carved double horns of plenty, topped
by pineapple finials, the wood works 30-hour time and strik

550.00

939 NECKLACE - Fine strand of graduated pearls, 5 1/2 to 8 mm with pinkish tint, 30" long, fine condition. 550.00

940
CARRIAGE CLOCK - 19th c. Brass and Glass Cased French Carriage Clock marked 'J.E. Caldwell &
Co.', 8-day time & strike movement with enamel dial, top mounted swivel handle. 7" x 3 3/4" x 3 1/4".
Good condition.

525.00

942
CHELSEA SHIP'S BELL CLOCK - 1960s Chelsea Ship's Bell Clock in brass with a bronze ring,
brushed aluminum face, mounted on mahogany base, with the original key and instructions, 9 1/8" tall, 8
7/8" wide, 4 1/2" deep, heavy, fine condition.

700.00

943 WATCH - 14K gold (PS Bartlett) American Waltham Watch Co model 83, 15 jewel, 18 size, serial
#3842768, floral decorated dial, very good condition. 1100.00

944
CRYSTAL REGULATOR - Fine diminutive size French made 8-day time & strike brass movement
with painted dial depicting cherub, mercury pendulum and ornate hands. 8 3/4" H x 5 1/4" W x 4 1/4"
D. Good condition.

300.00

945
GOLD POCKETWATCH - 18K Gold Elgin Pocketwatch with 'WBL' monogram, engraved inside lid
'William B Luce, from father, Feb 2nd, 1881', marked 'Warranted 18K' and with number 18316 inside
back cover, 2" diam, with stand, lacking glass lens, works loose in ca

2100.00

946 OOB - Still Life with Jewel Casket, signed 'A. Wilson', ca 1880, in original reticulated gilt Victorian
frame, SS: 17 3/4" x 12 3/4", OS: 23 1/2" x 18 1/2", fine craquelere. 175.00

947
FRENCH CRYSTAL REGULATOR CLOCK - Brass Empire Cased Crystal Regulator Clock by A.
Thelot, France, marked A-1, 1773 4 11 on the back of the works, and with his name, eight day time and
strike, with mercury filled pendulum, key, porcelain face (cracked and

450.00

949 WATCH - Rockford Railway King, 21 jewels, 18 size, gold filled O.F. case, locomotion dial, serial
#541483, very good condition, hairline to dial, monogrammed. 700.00

950
CRYSTAL REGULATOR - Ornate Gilt Case Crystal Regulator by Waterbury Clock Co., 8-day time &
strike spring movement, exposed escapement with jeweled pallets, recessed multicolor dial and
simulated mercury pendulum. 12" H x 9" x 7". Good condition.

500.00
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951
WATERCOLOR - Woman and Boy Bartering Fruit by L. Petricca (Italian, 19th c), signed lr, the two
are depicted on winding back stepped lane of an ancient Italian village, in gold pressed frame, under
glass, SS: 20 3/4" x 14", OS: 23 3/4" x 17", very good co

200.00

955
PAIR CAPODIMONTE URNS - Pair of Small Capodimonte Urns with ram's head handles and lids,
decorated in polychrome relief with knights in battle, bearing the mid 19th c crown N mark, 11 5/8"
tall, 5 1/2" wide at handles, fine condition.

400.00

956
WATERCOLOR - Lobster Traps and Buoys by Peter Rolfe (Maine contemporary), signed lr, in
distressed molded frame with gold liner, linen mat, glazed, SS: 17 1/2" x 18 1/4", OS: 26 1/2" x 26
1/2", fine condition.

350.00

958
JEWELRY SET - Consists of one 14K yellow gold necklace set with (38) oval amethyst stones, 16"
long, 36.5 grams gold. Together with one 14K yellow gold bracelet set with (21) oval amethyst stones,
7.5" long, 13 grams gold. Both fine condition.

750.00

962 BRACELET - One 14K yellow gold, rubellite tourmaline bracelet with safety clasp, 38.14 ct tw
concave cut rubellite tourmalines, 18 grams gold, fine condition. 600.00

963 GENT'S WATCH - 14K yellow gold 18 size hunter case pocket watch by G. Mostrom Stockholm, #712
with gold toned dial in original box, 2" diam, fine condition. 750.00

964
LADY'S RING - One lady's hand made 18K white gold antique ring set with 13 round old mine cut
diamonds, all bright set with mille grain edges. Approx total diamond weight: 1.0 ct, Clarity: VS2-SI1,
Color: G, 2.4 dwt. Size 6 1/2. NOTE: one stone is chipp

600.00

965 NECKLACE - White gold and gem set necklace, set with multi-colored sapphires, 17" long, fine
condition. 2100.00

967
RING - Ancient amethyst scarab bead Cerid Dynasty 12 or 13, 1991-1688 BC, handmade gold setting
with twisted wire design, 1/2", well worn, mottled. From a Maine estate, authenticated by Norman
Hurst.

750.00

968
(4) BROOCHES - Lot of fair vintage brooches include an 18K white gold and diamond Edwardian bar
pin; 14K yellow gold wreath form with (3) amethysts; 18K yellow gold sun form with diamond; 18K
white and yellow gold knot form set with (7) round rubies and (

550.00

970
PERSIAN MOTHER-OF-PEARL BELT - Late 19th c Persian Hand-Painted Mother-of-Pearl Belt in
twenty-three panels, alternating pictorial and geometric decorations, with silver links and clasp (the
clasp is complete, needs to be reset on one end), each panel is

500.00

971 OOB - Steam Yacht 'Minoco' by Joe Selby (FL, 1893-1960), signed lr and dated 1930, in linen frame
liner, no frame, SS: 15 1/2" x 25 1/2", good condition. 1500.00

973
3 PC GIRANDOLE SET - Three Piece Victorian Girandole Set in gilt brass with crystal drops and
marble bases, the figural bases depicting a soldier and his daughter, she has dressed in imitation of him,
the centerpiece holding three candles, the flanking st

300.00

974
PAIR GLASS KEROSENE LAMPS - Pair of 'Bar Harbor' Molded Clear Glass Kerosene Table or
Banquet Lamps, 17 1/2" tall glass, 7" diam at base, 27" tall overall, good condition, electrified (sockets
cut into top brass burners).

700.00

975
CAST IRON HANGING KEROSENE FIXTURE - 19th c Cast Iron Two-Font Kerosene Hanging
Fixture from the Minott Shipyard Office in Phippsburg, Maine, having a center stem and chain
counterweight system, American Aesthetic decoration with gold painted highlights,

250.00

976
ETCHING - 'After Grouse' by Aiden Lassell Ripley (MA/NY, 1896-1969), pencil signed and titled in
the lower margin, in black stick frame, matted and glazed, 8 7/8" x 13 3/4" impression, OS: 16 1/4" x
20 1/2", fine condition.

275.00

978
FUR COAT - Light Colored Mink Coat with Matching Hat, made for Amy Garland of Bar Harbor,
Maine by Samuel D. Crocker, Furriers, in Bangor, Maine in 1986. 36" long. Fine condition. Magdalene
'Amy' Garland was the life-long housekeeper and cook for Beatrice

300.00

980
ENGLISH STERLING SILVER COFFEE POT - English Sterling Coffee Pot hallmarked London 1813,
mark of John Denziloe ('JD' in gothic font), with nicely engraved cartouches on sides of canted
cylindrical body, handle, spout, and lid with cast baroque knop, with

675.00
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981
OOC - Naive Hudson River View, unsigned, ca 1840s, with traveler and dog on road in foreground,
factory buildings at work on opposite bank beneath mountains, in vintage lemon gold frame, SS; 12 1/4"
x 19 1/2", OS: 15 1/2" x 22 1/2", fine craquelere, rippl

700.00

982
(4) GORHAM STERLING CANDLESTICKS - Four Gorham Sterling Silver Georgian Style
Candlesticks in Corinthian column form, with 'AMP' monogram, model A3206, 8 3/8" tall, 4 1/8"
square base, good condition.

900.00

984
(3 PCS) AMERICAN STERLING SILVER - Three American Sterling Service Pieces, including:
Georgian Style Muffineer by Watrous Silver of Wallingford, CT, 7" tall, 2 3/4" diam.; PLUS Low Deco
Dish with applied leaf handle, by Reed & Barton, 7/8" deep, 6 1/8" di

425.00

985
FINE INDIAN SILVER TRAY - Indian Silver Footed Tray with finely chased and reticulated
decoration featuring an elephant with howdah at center, the band containing a hunter in pursuit of a tiger,
elk, dog, rabbit and monkey, all set into an intricate flora

1400.00

986
WATERCOLOR - 'Normandy' by Reynolds Thomas (DE, 1927 - ), signed lr, with location and date of
1/66, depicting a wintering farm with walled field, in driftwood frame, matted and glazed, SS: 10" x
19", OS: 17 1/2" x 26 1/2", fine condition.

300.00

987
GERMAN SILVER WRITING TABLET COVER - Early 20th c. German Silver Repoussed Writing
Tablet Cover decorated with several idyllic courtship scenes, the central image on the cover of a
woman in a swing, her lover seated alongside with pipe and book, the whole

250.00

988
POCKET WATCH - American Waltham Watch Co, key wind sterling cased pocket watch, engraved
Wm. Ellery on mount, s/n 1432840, handpainted floral dial with gold highlights, good condition,
cracked crystal.

250.00

989
(3) AMERICAN WOODEN MANTEL CLOCKS - Including: Gingerbread 'Exeter' Clock by Russell &
Jones Clock Co., Pittsfield, Mass., time & strike, with gilt detailed glass, decorative bob, walnut case,
23" x 14 1/2" x 4 3/4"; losses to face and finish, PLUS Empire

200.00

990
(2) WATCHES - Illinois 60 hour Bunn Special Elinvar, 161A, 21 jewel, 16 size, 14K white gold filled
case, serial #5497836, good condition. PLUS Illinois Bunn Special 24 ruby jewels, 18 size, O.F. case,
beautifully engraved locomotive on case, serial #1688

1100.00

992
SETH THOMAS MANTEL CLOCK - Circa 1910 Seth Thomas Mantel Clock in Doric style with
mahogany case having burl and fan inlay with stringing, silver face with gilt letters, time and strike
movement with chimes, marked 124A, 10 1/2" tall, 8 1/4" x 5 1/2", ver

325.00

993 WATCH - Timing and Repeating Watch Co, Geneva, 16 jewel, 14 size, chronograph, split second
hands, patent dates as #1, serial #22369, lever set, in 25 year Crescent case, good condition. 475.00

996 OOC - Wild Horses, signed 'F. Toro', ca 1970s, in gold leaf box frame, SS: 25 1/2" x 35 1/2", OS: 27
1/2" x 37 1/2", good condition. 300.00

997
CHELSEA SHIP'S CLOCK - 1920s Vintage Chelsea Ships Bell Clock marked 'Shreve, Crump & Low
Co., Boston' on the brushed nickel face, in brass case set on original mahogany stand, with Chelsea
marked key, 5 1/2" diam x 3 1/2" deep clock, 7 1/4" tall, 9 1/4"

550.00

1001
OOC - 'Stadshuset, Stockholm' by Ragnar Olson (Swedish, 1884-1949), signed lr and dated '39,
captioned lower left, inscribed verso 'Till Lilla Ebba, pa sin Fadelse dag, med Lycknskningar, av
Ragnar', the landmark building depicted under stormy sky, in mat

350.00

1008
HANDCOLORED STIPPLE ENGRAVING - 1809 English Commemorative Naval Print, 'To the
Memory of Captain George Nicholas Hardinge, Late of His Majesty's Frigate San Fiorenzo, who fell
with Glory in the last of three Actions renewed on three successive days with

300.00

1009
LARGE IRONSTONE PLATTER - English Blue and White Decorated Ironstone Platter featuring a
turkey in a landscape at center, having wide banded floral and leaf decorated border with gadrooned
rim, marked on reverse 'W.T. Copeland & Sons, Stoke-on-Trent, Engl

700.00

1016
ART POTTERY VASE - Art Pottery Vase by Friewald Pottery, depicting a blue landscape under a full
yellow moon, in the manner of Newcombe Pottery, stamped on underside, 9 3/4" tall, 4 1/2" diam, fine
condition.

500.00

1017
ETCHING - 'Ponte Vecchio' by Reynold Henry Weidenaar (MI, 1915-1985), signed lr and titled in
lower margin, numbered 22/75, delightfully detailed, in mahogany frame, linen mat, glazed, SS: 13 1/2"
x 17 1/2", OS: 19 1/4" x 22 3/4", good condition.

400.00
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1018
(3 PCS) ART GLASS - Three Pieces Art Glass, including: Mosher Pitcher with lobed top, in turquoise
glass with enameled floral decoration in gold and white banded diamonds, gilt edged, ground pontil, 6"
tall, 6 1/2" spout to pitcher, scratch below handle;

300.00

1020
PAIR WHEEL-CUT HURRICANE SHADES - Pair Clear Glass Hurricane Shades with wheel cut
decoration of American eagle and vines, ring of stars at top, 12 1/4" tall, 5 1/4" diam at waist, fine
condition.

550.00

1022
STERLING SILVER LADLE & BUD VASE - Sterling Aesthetic Period Punch Ladle by Whiting, 1874,
engraved with flowers on the handle, 'AP' monogram on back, light engraving to the bowl, 13" long, 4
1/4" wide bowl, 7.240 ozt; PLUS Trumpet Bud Vase by Matthews Co

275.00

1023
LALIQUE PERFUME BOTTLE - Lalique 'Dahlia' Perfume Bottle, circa 1920s, with pinched floral
center to the round body, applied slender foot with scalloped band, ground stopper with raised
blossom, the underside etched 'Bottle made by Lalique, France', 8 1/2

400.00

1024
COLLECTION MISC STERLING, COIN & PLATE SILVER - Misc Sterling & Coin Silver Serving
Pcs, including in sterling: set of (12) Gorham demitasse spoons, (8) souvenir & other small service,
Baroque Fish Fork, glass lined jam pot, reticulated candle shade, enam

400.00

1025
VINTAGE THIERRY MUGLER DRESS SUIT - Paris Designer Circa 1990 Structured Black Ladies
Dress Suit with mid-length fitted skirt, with contrasting satin and matte acetate jacket, original labels
intact, marked size 40 (modern 4 to 6), fine condition.

225.00

1026
MINIATURE ART GLASS PAPERWEIGHT & PERFUME BOTTLE - Miniature Art Glass
Paperweight, a sphere on pedestal containing a single blue and white blossom over a crimson
background, 2" tall, 1 5/8" diam at base; PLUS Perfume Bottle with bullseyes ground into bod

400.00

1027
COLLECTION STERLING SILVER - (22) PC. Misc Silver including: (4) Soup Spoons marked 'R.
Cowles', engraved 'Gaylord'; (2) Serving Spoons with French marks, monogrammed CLB; (12) misc
serving pcs; (4) napkin rings; match safe & cake server w/ stainless hand

475.00

1030
VICTORIAN GENT'S CHAIR - American Finger Carved Walnut Gent's Armchair with ornate crest,
floral needlepoint upholstery on an olive green ground, gold gimp, 15 1/2" seat, 24" arm, 44" back, 26"
wide, 29" deep, very good condition.

175.00

1032 WATCH - Seth Thomas Marshall & Bragg, Rutland, VT on plate, 21 jewel, 18 size, gold filled O.F.
case, serial #208857, good condition. 500.00

1033
WATCH - American Waltham Watch Co model 83, 15 jewel, 18 size, gold filled 25 year case, Odd
Fellows dial, serial 16262429, with picture of Jonathan and David at the rock, and the lad retrieving
arrows, Samuel chapter 20, good condition, hairline crack t

550.00

1034 WATCH - Howard Co, Boston, N series, 17 jewel, 18 size, gold filled hunter case (case not original),
serial #228712, stem wind, good condition. 375.00

1035
POCKET WATCH - D.J. Landers & Son, Greenville, ME, silver cased railroad watch with inlaid gold
locomotive on back, 17 jewel, s/n 1641645, Majestic Special, good condition, repair to dial around
center.

200.00

1036
WATCH - United States Watch Co, Marion, NJ, S.M. Beard Model Giles patent March 13, 1866, 15
jewel, K.W. 20 size, coin silver case, serial #22110, key wind, good condition, minor chips to edge of
crystal.

200.00

1044 CRANBERRY GLASS BOWL - Handblown Cranberry Glass Fruit Bowl with gilt and enamel
decoration, ca 1910, 9" diam, 2 3/4" deep, fine condition. 25.00

1046
FIGURAL HOOKED RUG - Family in Sleigh by Blanche Mary 'Joy' Sweetall of Blue Hill, Maine,
signed verso and dated 2000, the one-horse sleigh with six figures is depicted midway between two
homes, one with pines, the other with bare trees, 18 1/2" x 35", fi

375.00

1048
(3) SMALL RUGS - Three Small Rugs, including: Vintage Kilim in unique palette of salmon, aqua,
cherry, gold, orange and blue, 50" x 100", some holes, faded; PLUS 1920s Navajo Runner in red and
black, 18 1/2" x 100", fringed ends, very good; PLUS Hopi Figu

425.00

1052
PAIR ID'D CIVIL WAR BOOTS - Pair Civil War Officer's Boots that belonged to Lieutenant William
D. Read, Company K, 8th Massachusetts Infantry, from Pittsfield, MA, served I 1861 & 1864. The
square-toed leather boots are 20" tall, have flaked but intact ov

1200.00
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1054
CIVIL WAR SWORD - Civil War Officer's Sword, Providence RI Tool Co model 1862, 'The
Wristbreaker', with original metal scabbard and leather belt with hangers, original brass Eagle officer's
buckle, leather grip and wire wrap intact. 42 1/2" long overall,

1400.00

1055
CIVIL WAR BELT W/ BAYONET & SCABBARD, CAP BOX - Civil War Belt with oval US buckle,
scabbard with polished bayonet, cap box marked 'A.C. Decrow, Maker, Bangor, Maine', initials 'OTB'
inside in ink, some chafing to the leather, which is still flexible. Fro

450.00

1056
CIVIL WAR PRESENTATION SWORD - Ames US Naval Parade Dress Sword with gilt fittings,
engraved on the scabbard 'Paymaster AJ Wright Jr, from his Mother, 1863', with fancy etched blade
marked 'Ames, Chicopee, Mass', wire wrapped shagreen grip, serpent form d

2300.00

1058 REVOLVER - Colt Army revolver model 1860, .44 caliber six shot, s/n 36183, brass trigger guard,
walnut grips, one line address. Barrel 8" long, 14" long overall, good condition, all original. 1400.00

1060
REVOLVER - Remington .44 caliber six shot New Model Army revolver, s/n 1695, walnut grips with
inspector's mark, percussion fired, patent date 1858, brass trigger guard. Barrel 8" long, 14" long
overall, polished steel.

650.00

1061 CARBINE - Sharps Saddle Ring Carbine, R.S. Larson patent 1859, .52 caliber, s/n 91092, rear slip up
sight. Barrel 22" long, 35" long overall, several old gouges to stock and forestock. 1300.00

1062
REVOLVER - Manhattan Firearms pocket model revolver, .31 caliber five shot, s/n 231, cylinder has
engraved coach scene and scroll engraving on frame, walnut stock. Barrel 4" long, 9 1/2" long overall,
good condition, all original.

700.00

1063
CARBINE - Burnside Saddle Ring Carbine 1864, tapered round barrel, percussion breech loading
frame, s/n 14866, adjustable rear sight. Barrel 21" long, 39" long overall, good condition, minor
surface rust.

1100.00

1064
REVOLVER - Colt Navy revolver model 1851 .36 caliber, s/n 112441, with custom ivory grips and
iron trigger guard (stamped 95301), octagonal barrel with naval battle scene on cylinder. Barrel 7 1/2"
long, 13 1/2" long overall, good condition, nicks to barr

1100.00

1065 RIFLE - Spencer Repeating Rifle Saddle Ring Carbine, ca 1860, .52 caliber, seven shot repeater, s/n
26146, folding rear sight. Barrel 22" long, 39" long overall, good condition overall. 1700.00

1066 REVOLVER - Colt pocket revolver .31 caliber five shot with walnut grips, brass strap and trigger
guard, s/n 177847. Barrel 4" long, 9 1/2" long overall, good condition. 700.00

1067 MUSKET - US Springfield percussion fired musket, model 1864, three band smooth bore with walnut
stock. Barrel 40" long, 56" long overall, original light surface rust, tool marks around rear sight. 750.00

1068
REVOLVER - E. Whitney, ca 1860, second model .44 caliber six shot revolver, s/n 19052, brass
trigger guard, walnut grips. Barrel 7 3/4" long, 14" long overall, cylinder advance not working, hammer
catch worn.

600.00

1069 REVOLVER - Colt pocket revolver .31 caliber five shot with walnut grips, brass strap and trigger
guard, s/n 256587. Barrel 4" long, 9 1/2" long overall, surface pitted, tool marks on breech. 425.00

1070
LONG RIFLE - Massachusetts made flintlock long rifle marked A.H. Waters and J. Mason (Worcester
County), octagonal barrel with brass fittings including patchbox, cherry stock. Barrel 39 3/4" long, 55
1/2" long overall, good condition, replaced brass muzzl

1000.00

1071
REVOLVER - Remington New Model Army .44 caliber, six shot revolver, brass trigger guard, walnut
grips. Barrel 8" long, 14 1/2" long overall, good condition, areas of original blue surface, scuffs and
chips to grips.

800.00

1072
CARBINE - Joslyn Saddle Ring Carbine breech loading .52 caliber, Model 1864, B.F. Joslyn's patent
Oct. 8, 1861, June 24, 1862, s/n 12716, tapered round barrel, US marked on butt plate. Barrel 22" long,
38 1/2" long overall, good condition.

1300.00

1073
PULASKI GUARD PRESENTATION DRESS SWORD - Rev War Pattern Dress Sword with
inscription on scabbard 'Presented to Albert J. Wright, by the Pulaski Guards, Jan 1st, 1850', having
fancy cast brass handle, engraved sheet brass scabbard with cast fittings, etch

1400.00

1074 SWORD - Civil War era sword marked on blade 'US, P, JN by N. Starr', original old wood grip with
hand forged steel hilt. 37 1/2" long overall. Good condition, hilt pitted, wood handle worn. 250.00
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1075
RIFLE - Winchester model 1873 lever action scarce .22 caliber short, s/n 513658, full length magazine,
round barrel, walnut stock. Barrel 24" long, 43" long overall, good condition, all original, minor
surface rust.

900.00

1078
REVOLVER - Smith & Wesson model 3 'Russian' 1869 single action revolver, .38 caliber, fluted six
shot cylinder, walnut grips with lanyard ring, s/n 884. Barrel 6 1/2" long, 12 1/2" long overall, pitted
surface, polished.

425.00

1079
RIFLE - Winchester model 1873, lever action rifle, octagonal barrel with full length magazine, .32
caliber, s/n 314216B, rear buck horn sights. Barrel 24" long, 43" long overall, good condition, original
surface.

700.00

1080
RIFLE - Winchester model 1894 lever action rifle with fall magazine .32-40 caliber, s/n 631275,
octagonal barrel, walnut stock. Barrel 20" long, 38" long overall, good condition, light surface rust on
frame.

650.00

1081
PISTOLS - Pair of Belgian Percussion Pistols, ca 1810, marked 'ELG' on barrel, with engraved fittings,
mushroom butt, checked grip, 8" octagonal barrel, 14 1/4" long overall, no ramrods, old repairs to
stocks, some corrosion.

550.00

1082
WINCHESTER RIFLE - Winchester Model 94 30-30 Lever Action Carbine Rifle, S/N 1963920
(1953), with walnut stock, 20" barrel, blade sight, in soft case, wear to blueing, refinished stock, light
scratches to side plates.

425.00

1083 REVOLVER - Colt .357 Magnum Python six shot revolver, s/n 23266E, checked walnut grips, original
box and paperwork. Barrel 4" long, 10" long overall, very good condition. 1000.00

1084
LONG RIFLE - 19th c. Pennsylvania Long Rifle with full stock. Engraved lock plate marked
'Warranted' and engraved atop barrel 'J.W.G.'. Diminutive brass trimmed stock with engraved patch
box. Set trigger and rear Buckhorn sight. 42" barrel, 56 1/2" over

1100.00

1086
LONG RIFLE - 19th c. percussion fired, octagonal barrel long rifle marked Metcalf on lockplate,
figured maple full stock with ornamental carving on butt, fancy inlaid brass patchbox and brass fittings.
Barrel 37 1/4" long, 53" long overall, old repairs to

950.00

1087
VINTAGE HANDGUN LOT - (5) pieces consisting of ivory grip five shot Allen & Thurber pepperbox;
Marlin .32 caliber five shot spur trigger revolver; Merwin & Brady .30 caliber five shot spur trigger
revolver; Allen & Thurber single shot boot pistol; Spanish

800.00

1088
RIFLE - US Springfield model 1884, trapdoor rifle, .45 caliber with bayonet-ramrod, s/n 537197,
Buffington rear sight , Strong Inspectors cartouche, 'SWP' Samuel Poster. Barrel 32 1/2" long, 52" long
overall, very good condition.

550.00

1089
LONG RIFLE - 19th c. full stock Long Rifle. Percussion fired, brass trimmed, inlaid patch box,
engraved lock plate, figured maple, maker illegible. 41" long pinned octagonal barrel, 57" overall. Old
refinish, repairs to stock around lock.

1100.00

1091
FOWLING PIECE - 19th c. percussion fired gunsmith made fowler, engraved on hammer, tang and
lockplate, brass fittings, maple half stock. Barrel 44 1/2" long, 60" long overall, good condition,
refinished stock, play in hammer.

275.00

1093 CARBINE - Springfield breech load carbine model 1873, s/n 22788, stamped on stock D 79, flip up
rear sight. Barrel 22" long, 41" long overall, good condition, minor surface rust. 900.00

1094 RIFLE - Marlin model 1889 lever action .38 caliber, full magazine, octagonal barrel, s/n 42559, buck
horn rear sight. Barrel 24" long, 41 1/2" long overall, good condition, barrel frame and mounts blued. 500.00

1095
MATCH RIFLE - 19th c. percussion fired half stock with heavy octagonal barrel and muzzle extension.
Brass patch box with laid brass star on cheek rest, set trigger and engraved breech, unusual pistol grip
stock. Barrel 34" long, overall 51" long, good con

325.00

1096
LONG RIFLE - 19th c. percussion fired half stock figured maple with octagonal barrel. Brass trigger
guard and butt plate, unmarked lockplate, set trigger, rear buck horn sight. Barrel 36" long, 52" long
overall, heavy pitting to barrel at breach, trigger

425.00

1097 (3) PC EDGE WEAPON LOT - Consisting of one contemporary Japanese Samurai short sword; 1874
bayonet with scabbard; Civil War era brass hilt saber without scabbard. Good condition. 350.00
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1098
SHOTGUN - Browning Auto 5 light 12, 12 gauge, #68G 49287, front sight is raised matted rib, upper
receiver has scroll and leaf etched design, trigger etched with similar design, gold-plated trigger,
checkered forearm and pistol grip. Barrel 25 1/4" long,

300.00

1099
SHOTGUN - Austrian or German made double barrel, muzzle loading percussion fired shotgun, ornate
carved walnut sheep's head stock. Barrel 32" long, 48" long overall, surface pitting throughout,
forestock split with later brass cap.

175.00

1100
POTSDAM MUSKET & SMALL POWDERHORN - M-1809 Prussian or 'Potsdam' Musket, marked
Neisse, 1828, American Civil War Import, flintlock converted to percussion, with several crown
stamps, stamped FWN, 7211 and with T on brass backplate and stamped into wooden

350.00

1101
(2) MILITARY & FRATERNAL HELMETS - Including: US Army M1881 4th Cavalry Dress Helmet
in felt covered cork with brass eagle planchet having crossed swords and German silver '4', orange
dyed horsehair plume set in brass spike, swagged gold soutache roping,

300.00

1102
EARLY HOSPITAL CORPS TRUNK - Circa 1900 Virginia National Guard Hospital Corps Painted
Trunk in pine with steel drop handles on sides, brass corners on lid, unfinished interior with enclosed
lid, original lock with fared block housing, initials 'F.L.' in

550.00

1103
(2) WWI GERMAN HELMETS - Two WWI German Pickelhaube Helmets, Dress and Parade, both
with Imperial Eagle 'FR' planchets, the black leather dress helmet is stamped 'Hans Romer, 1916,
Neu-Ulm', and '50'; the nickel plated steel parade helmet with 'lobster ta

850.00

1105
TURKISH CAMEL LONG-GUN - Turkish Long Gun with Snaphance Lock, engraved silver overlays
with colored glass and enamel decoration, Niello decorated butt, small domed silver tack edging,
English marks on barrel near pan, joined to cruder barrel with brass s

400.00

1106
TURKISH DAGGER - Turkish Kanja with Damascus Steel blade, silver inlaid steel scabbard, brass
fitted handle with bone and horn inlaid with brass and silver, 11 3/4" long overall, 6 7/8" blade, good
condition, minor corrosion.

100.00

1107
TURKISH SHORT SWORD - Turkish Qama/Kindjal Short Sword with beautifully etched blade
covered with Arabic inscription, off-center runnel, Tughra stamps, having horn handle set with large
brass rivets, the scabbard in leather with engraved brass fittings, 1

450.00

1108
NAVAL OFFICER'S DRESS SWORD - WWI Vintage Spanish Naval Officer's Dress Sword made by
Gieves of Savile Row, London, having gilt bronze hilt with Spanish Coat of Arms, shagreen grip, lion
head pommel, 31 1/4" etched blade marked by Gieves, with owners name

200.00

1114
(2) SWORDS & PARADE BATON - Two US Army Dress Swords, Model 1860 & Model 1902
Officer's Dress Swords, both with nickel plated scabbards, the blade of the first initialed 'NHNG', the
second etched 'L.W. Cronkhite' (Leonard Wolsey Cronkhite, Brigadier Gener

275.00

1115
(2) 19TH C POWDER FLASKS - Two 19th Century Metal Powder Flasks with Measures, the first all
in brass, with embossed image of dead game hanging from tree, dog laying alongside, with odd lobe at
bottom, dram measure at top, 8 1/2" long, some dents; the sec

125.00

1116
WWII JAPANESE ARMY OFFICER'S SWORD - Government Issue Japanese Army Officer's Sword,
serial number 44428, in painted green scabbard with bronze fittings, push button scabbard release,
having long brown cord wrapped handle, floral reticulated tsuba, 27 1/2

500.00

1117
WWII JAPANESE ARMY OFFICERS SWORD - Japanese Imperial Army Issue Officer's Sword,
serial number 12746, having green painted scabbard with mixed metal fittings, mixed metal reticulated
tsuba, black wrapped handle over shagreen, chrysanthemum menuki (one bi

250.00

1118
JAPANESE NAVAL OFFICERS SWORD - Replica of a Japanese Imperial Navy Issue Sword with
embossed blue metal scabbard and matching handle, having brass fittings, double hangers, nice blade
hamon, mixed metal tsuba, 30" blade, 45" overall, light corrosion to m

250.00

1121
RIFLE - US Springfield 45-70 trap door, breech load rifle, walnut stock with inspector's stamp.
Elevated rear sight, bayonet, and sheath, frame stamped N.J., replated bright steel throughout, #56302.
52" long overall, refinished.

500.00

1122
(2) MILITARY DRESS SWORDS - Two Military Dress Swords, both with scabbards, including:
1890s European brass hilt sword with lion head pommel, brass wire bound shagreen grip, etched blade
marked 'Ejercito de Columbia', 33" long overall, some corrosion, wea

125.00
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1123
EARLY AMMUNITION - Group Early Ammunition & Gun Cleaning Equipment, including: (4) Boxes
of (20) .33 Caliber Winchester Soft Point Cartridges 200 grain smokeless; PLUS (4) Boxes (20) United
States Cartridge Co .22 Cal Hi Power smokeless, for Savage Model

375.00
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